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INTRODUCTION

The nomenclature for aeronautics presented in fereace on aeronautical nomenclature authorised by
this Report No. 474 is a revision of the last pre- the executive committee of tha National Advisory
vious report on this subject (Report No. 240), which Committee for Aeronautics. The organiration of the
was issued in 1926. conference was as follows:

This nomenclature was prepared by a special con-

CONPUENCE ON AERONAUTICAL NOMENCLATURE

Dr. JosurK S. Au.., Cairan

NAVIovAz. Aevisoar Couuru. Pou AauoNAUTmCS: Iappointment of the members August 11, 1931, to
Mr. Chaules H. Helmns Ithe date of approval of the report for publication
Mr. 0.lto KemperI by the executive committee of the National Advisory
Mr. ff. J. Z. Raid Committee for Aeronautics on November 14, 1933.
Hon. Kipard P. Warner This report supersedes all previous publications

Aix Coap,, U.S.A.: of the Committee on this subject. The entire text
Capt. KAr . Foulk.r U.S.A. has been thoroughly revised and new sketches have
Capt. A.br . egnbeger U.S.A. been inserted to replace obsolete photographs. The
Maj. C. W. Howard, U.S.A. arrangement is alphabetical throughout and not by
Maj. William E. Kepner, U.S.A. subjects, but the complete cross-indexing will, it is
Capt. Clemient. MaeMullen, U.S.A. expected, make each term easily found. The defini-
Capt. E. R. Par, U.S.A. tions have been made as brief and as general as

Buasu or Amowatmcs. NAY DEPARTvIUu: possible except in the cases whore use of the term
IAt. Comdr. W. S. Diehl (C.C.), U.S.N..
Commnander Garland Fulton (C.C.). U.S.N. is restricted to a small specialized group. In case
IA. Comdr. R. D. MacCart (C.C.), U.S.N. where uncertainty or ambiguity is known to exist,
Commiander C. A. Pownall, U.S.N. the complete definition given herein represents the
Commiander R. D. Weyerbaeher (C.C.), U.S.N. meaning ascribed to the term in the official publi-

801a11Au OF SYANDARus.: cations of the National Advisory Committee for
Dr. L J. Drigga
Dr. W. G. Broanbadber Aeronautics.
Dr. H. C. Dickinson This report is published for the purpose of en-
Dr. H. L Dryden couraging greater uniformity and precision in the

ABmoAUsvCs1 1asso., DuPRTUvmswr OF CouNN19CE: use of terms relating to aeronautics, both in official
Col. Harry H. Bis documents of the Government and in commercial
Cap. RP.ar C. gasley publications. Terms in general use in other branches

Capt F. . Hngibng f engineering have been included only where they

The members of the conference were engaged in have some special significance in aernautics, or
the preparation of the report from the time of the form an integral part of its terminology.
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absolute altitude-See ALTITUDE, AESOLUTU. aileron---continued
absolute cefing-See CEILING, ABSOLUTE. slotted aileron-An aileron having a nose and axis
acclerometer-An instrument that measures the ac- arrangement somewhat similar to a Frime aileron

celerationa of an aircraft in a defined direction, but having a smooth air passage between the
saobatics--Evolutions voluntarily performed with an nose portion of the aileron and the wing for the

aircraft other than those required for normal flight, purpose of maintaining a smooth air flow over
adjustable propeller--See PROPELLER, ADJUSTABLE. the upper surface of the aileron when its trailing
aerodynamic center, wing section-A point located on edge is deflected downward. (See fig. 1.)

or near the chord of the mean line approximately upper.surface aileron-A split flap forming the
one quarter of the chord length aft of the leading rear upper surface of a wing, deflected for lateral
edge and about which the moment coefficient is control.
practically constant. (See fig. 2.) aileron angle-See ANGLE, AILERON.

aerodynamics-The branch of dynamics that treats of aileron linkage arrangements:

the motion of air and other gaseous fluids and of the differential aileron linkage arrangement-Ailerons
forces acting on solids in motion relative to such so interconnected that a given movement of the

fluids, control stick results in the upward displacement

aerodynamic volume (or air volume)-The total vol- of one aileron being greater than the downward p
eo m oume of(an r o r includingsit proj)Teing pts. edisplacement of the other.
ume of an aeroetat, including its projecting parts, floating aileron linkage arrangement-Ailerons so

arodye--A generic term for aircraft that derive their linked together and to the control stick as to
lift in flight chiefly from aerodynamic forces. "float" freely in the air stream except when dis-

serpuph--Same . MET OROn APH. placed by the lateral motion of the control stick.
aeronaut-The pilot of an aerostat.

aeronautics-The science and art of flight, aircraft-Any weight-carrying device designed to be

serostat-(a) A generic term for an aircraft whose supported by the air, either by buoyancy or by dy-

support is chiefly due to buoyancy derived from namic action.
aeostaotic forcefy Te immersed bo y csiss fr aircraft carrier-A ship designed to carry aircraft and
aerostatic forces. The immersed body consists of to permit their landing and take-off.
one or more containers filled with a gas that is lighter air duct-A tube, usually of fabric, supplying air for
than air. (b) A balloon or airship. filling or for maintaining pressure in the air-filled

aerostatics-The science that treats of the equilibrium parts of an aerostat. (See fig. 4.)
of gaseous fluids and of bodies immersed in them. airfoil-Any surface, such as an airplane wing, aileron,

aerostation-The art of operating aerostats. or rudder, designed to obtain reaction from the air
aileron--A hinged or movable portion of an airplane through which it moves.

wing, the primary function of which is to impress a airfoil profile--The outline of an airfoil section (fig. 2).
rolling motion on the airplane. It is usually part of airfoil eeon--A cross section of an airfoil parallel to
the trailing edge of a wing. (See fig. 5.) the plane of symmetry or to a specified reference

external aileron-A separate airfoil mounted clear plane.
of the wing surfaces of an airplane but usually sirline--The great circle route between two points.
attached to them and deflected for lateral air line--An established system of aerial transporta-
control. tion, its equipment, or the company owning or oper-

ise aileron-An aileron having the nose portion ating it.
projecting ahead of the hinge axis, the lowe airplae--A mechanically driven fixed-wing aircraft,
surface being in line with the lower surface of heavier than air, which is supported by the dynamic
the wing. When the trailing edge of the aileron reaction of the air against its wings (fig. 5).
is raised, the nose portion protrudes below the canard airplane--A type of airplane having the
lower surface of the wing, increasing the drag. horizontal stabilizing and control surfaces in
(See fig. 1.) front of the main supporting surfaces.

5
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6 REPORT NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTRZ OR A3EONAUTICS

alrplane-continued. altitude-continued.
pusher airplm--An airplane with the propeller critical altitude--The maximum altitude at which

or propellers aft of the main supporting surfaces. a supercharger can maintain a pressure in the
tailless airphne--An airplane in which the devices intake manifold of an enine equal to that

used to obtain stability and control are in- existing during normal operation at rated power
corporated in the wing. and speed at sea level.

tractor lrplan--An airplane with the propeller density altitude--The altitude corresponding to a
or propellers forward of the main supporting given density in a standard atmosphere.
surfaces. pressure altitude--(l) The altitude correspond-

airprt-A tract of land or water which is adapted for ing to a given pressure in a standard atmof-
the landing and take-off of aircraft and which phere. (2) The altitude at which the gas bags
provides facilities for their shelter, supply, and of an airship become full.
repair; a place used regularly for receiving or dis- altitude mixture control-See MIXTURE CONTROL,
charging pasengers or cargo by air. ALTITUDL

air scoop-A scop or hood designed to catch the air amphibian-An airplane designed to rie from and
and maintain the air pressure in ballonets, inter- alight on either land or water.
nal-combustion engines, ventilators, etc. (See fig. 3.) ale:

airship-An aerostat provided with a propelling sys- aileron angle--The angular displacement of an
tem and with means of controlling the direction of aileron from its neutral position. It is positive

motion, when the trailing edge of the aileron is below

nonrigid srship-An airship whose form is main- the neutral position.

tained by the internal pressure in the gas bags blade age-The acute angle between the chord of

and ballonets (fig. 3) a section of a propelleror of a rotary wing system,

pressure-rigid airship-An airship combining the and a plane perpendicular to the ai of rotation.
principles used in both rigid and nonrigid air- coning anle-The average angle between the
ships to maintain shape and skin tutne., span axis of a blade or wing of a rotary wingrigid ai nthip-An airship whe for utness.system and a plane perpendicular to the axis of

rii isi-narhpwoefr smi-rotation. [
tained by a rigid structure (fig. 6). raion

semirigid airship-An airship whose shape is dihedral angle-The acute angle between a line
perpendicular to the plane of symmetry and themaintned by means of a rigid or jointed keel projection of the wing axis on a plane perpen-in conjunction with internal pressure in the gas dicular to the longitudinal axis of the airplane.containers and ballonet (fig. 4). If the wing axis is not approximately a straight

airship shed-Se Doci. line, the angle is measured front the projection
airship station-- (I) The complete assembly of sheds, of a line joining the intersection of the wing axi

masts, gas plants, shops, landing fields, and other with the plane of symmetry and tie aerody-
equipment required to operate airships and supply namic center of the half-wing on either side of
their needs. (2) The bae from which airships are the plane of symmetry. (See fig..5.)
operated. downwash angle--The angle through which ali

ai spoed--The speed of an aircraft relative to the air. air stream is deflected by any lifting surface.
ar-speed head-An instrument which, in combina- It is measured in a plane parallel to the plane of

tion with a gage, is used to measure the speed of an symmetry.
aircraft relative to the air. It usually consist. of drift ange--The horizontal angle between the
a pitot-etatic tube or a pitot-venturi tube. longitudinal axis of an aircraft ahd its path

ai v08e10--800 AERODYNAMIC VOLUME. relative to the ground.
sirway-An air route along which aids to air naviga- offective heli angl--The angle of the helix

tion, such as landing fields, beacon light., radio described by a particular point on a propeller
direction-finding feilitie, intermediate fields, etc., blade as the airplane moves forward through
are maintained. air otherwise undisturbed.

airwhrthiew-The quality of an aircraft denoting its elevator anle--The angular displacement of the
fitness and sfety for operation in the air under elevator from its neutral position. It is posi-
normal flying conditiom. tire when the trailing edge of the elevatur is

altigraph-A recording altimeter. below the neutral position.
altimeter--An instrument that measures the elevation flapping angie-The difference between the con-

of an aircraft above a given datum plane. ing angle and the instantaneous angle of the
altitude: span axis of a blade of a rotary wing system

abselute altitude--The height of an aircraft relative to the plane perpendicular to the axis
above the earth. of rotation.

0 000000 0



NOUMNCLTURN FOR AURONAUTICS 7

••gls--continued, the relative wind; the other plane includes the
sight-path angle-The angle between the flight lateral am and the longitudinal axis. The ane

path of the aircraft and the horizontal, is poeitive when the noes of the aircraft is above
gliding agle-The angle between the flight path the direction of the relative wind. (In normal

during a glide and a horizontal axis fixed rela- flight the angle of pitch is the agle between the
tive to the air. longitudinal axis and the direction of the relative

leading aale--The acute angle between the wing wind.)
chord and the horizontal when the airplane is angle of piteh (propeller)-Same as ANOLE, LADZ.
rting on level ground in its normal position; angle of roll (or ales of bank)-The angle through
also called "ground angle." which an aircraft must be rotated about its longi-

mdinmnm gliding anle-The acute angle between tudinal axis in order t6 bring its lateral axis into the
the horizontal and the meet nearly horizontal horizontal plane. The angle is positive when the
path along which an airplane can deecend left side is higher than the right.
steadily in still air when the propeller is pro- angle of stabilizer setting-The acute angle between
ducing no thrust. the longitudinal axis of an airplane and the chord of

rudder agle--The acute angle between the rud- the stabilizer. The angle in positive when the lead-
der and the plane of symmetry of the aircraft. ing edge is higher than the trailing edge. (See fig. 5.)
It is positive when the trailing edge has moved angle of wing setting-The acute angle between the
to the left with reference to the normal position plane of the wing chord and the longitudinal axis of
oF the pilot, the airplane. The angle is positive when the leading

trim angle-The angle between the horizontal and edge is higher than the trailing edge. (See fig. 5.)
the longitudinal base line of a seaplane float or angle of yaw-The acute angle between the direction of
flying-boat hull. It is positive when the bow the relative wind and the plane of symmetry of an
is higher than the stern, aircraft. The angle is positive when the aircraft

xero-lift ansie-The angle of attack of an airfoil turns to the right.
when its ift is zero. antidrag wire-See wInz (AIrLANZ), ANTIDRAG.

angle of attack-The acute angle between a reference appendix-The tube, usually located at the bottoni of
line in a body and the line of the relative wind a balloon, used primarily for inflation and deflation. 4
direction projected on a plane containing the refer- In the case of a free balloon it may also serve as an
ence line and parallel to the plane of symmetry. automatic-discharge opening. The term should be
(See fig. 9.) restricted to the various types of balloons and

absolute angle of attack-The angle of attack of should not be applied to airships.
an airfoil, measured from the attitude of zero lift. approach light-See LIOHT, APPRoAcH.

critical angle of attack-The angle of attack at area, equivalent fiat-plate--The area of a square flat
which the flow about an airfoil changes abruptly plate, normal to the direction of motion, which
as shown by corrmponding abrupt changes in offers the same amount of resistance to motion as
the lift and drag. the body or combination of bodies under consider-

effective angle of atack-See ANGLE OF ATTACK FOR ation.
INFINITZ ASPZCT RATIO, area, measurement of (performance calculations):

induced angle of attack-The difference between control-surface area, trailing-The area of a
the actual angle of attack and the angle of trailing control surface is the area of the actual
attack for infinite aspect ratio of an airfoil for outline projected on the plane of the surface,
the same lift coefficient. except that any portion of the movable surface

angle of attack for infinite spect ratio-The angle of lying forward of the hinge axis and within the
attack at which an airfoil produces a given lift fixed surface is included in the fixed surface.
coefficient in a two-dimensional flow. Also called Auxiliary or paddle-type balance surface
"effective angle of attack." shielded by and lying outside of the fixed sur-

agle of dead rise-The angle with the horizontal face are not included in the arm of either the
made by a transverse line joining the keel of a hull fixed or the movable surfaces.
with the chine. herisental tail aro-The horizontal tail area is

angle of heel--TThe angle between a horizontal plane measured in the same manner as the wing arm,
and the lateral axis of a seaplane on the water. that is, with no deduction for the area blanketed

agle of incIdence-Same as ANoLE OF wine smrXG. by the fuselage, such blanketed area being
In British terminology the angle of incidence is bounded within the fuselage by lateral straight
equivalent to the American term "angs of attack." linm that connect the inteniections of the leading

agSe d pitch (alroraft)-The acute angle between and trailing edges of the stabilizer with the aides
two planes defined as follows: One plan includes of the fuselage, the fairings and fillets being
the lateral axis of the aircraft and the direction of ignored.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 *



8 REPO~r NATIONAL ADVUORY COKN1IUS FOR AERONAUTICS

area, meaurement of-continued. atmoaphere--continued.
vertical "11l mme-The am of the actual outline of standard mtinophr-An arbitrary atmosphere

the rudder and the fin projected in the vertical used in comparing the performance of aircraft.
plane, the fairings and fillets being ignored. Ile standard atmosphere in use in the United

wing area-Wing am is meaured from the pro- States at present represents very nearly the
jection oftdoeactual outline on the plane of the average conditions found at latitude 40Oand is
chords, without deduction for mmes blanketed completely defined in N.AC.A. Report No. 218.
by fuselage or naelles. That part of the am, standard international atmosphore-The atinos-
so determined, which lies within the fuselage or phere used as an international standard pro-
nacelles is bounded by two lateral line that sumes for mean sam level and a temperature of
connect the inte-ciom of the leading and 15* C.,apresure of 1,0 13.2 millibars, lapse rate
trailing edges with the fuselage or nacelle, of 6.5* C. per kilometer from sam level to I I
ignoring fairings and fillets. For the purpose kilometer.. and thereafter a constant tempera-
of calculating area, awing isconidered to extend ture of - 56.5* C.
without interruption through the fuselage and aU&Ck. angl Of 900e ANGLE OF ATTACK.
naeles. Unless otherwise stated, wing mm atftde-The position of an aircraft as determindW by
always refers to total are including ailerons, the incliation of its am to some frame of referece.

area, projected propeller -Projected blade area times If not otherwise specified, this framne of reference.i
the number of blades. fixed to the earth.

area. projected prepeller-blad.--The projection of attitude of Slight- -Inclination of the three principal
thbe propeiler-bladeo area on a plane perpedicular to airplane axes to the relative wind.
the axi. of rotation of the propeller. autogiro-A type of rotor plane whose support in the

area, propelleor Blade are times the number of air is chiefly derived from airfoils rotated about an
Me"d. approximately vertical axis by aerodynamic forces,

area, propeller-blade The developed mm of the and in which the lift on opposite sides of the plane
blade face exclusive of the boom and the root; i.e., of symmetry is equalized by the vertical oscillation
excluive of that portion the thrust of which is fte lds
negligible in comparison with the total throst of asoa the a -AWades. onrl ehaim o
the Mad. aeetinat n pi at An utomaiti aonto mcas ore

area, propeller-dik -The total mm swept by a keeigs aaicaft "gn ll"flight anal e tcure
propeller; i.e., the area of a circle having the cme Sr"omtscle gr io, mcaia pilot,
diameter as ore probotpilot.

armeadag gea -The gear inporated in aircraft an automatc propeller See RnOPELLER, AuTouAiC.

in the landing are to facilitate landing in a limite aviatlon-The operation of aircraft heavier than air.
space. avitr- The pilot of an aircraft heavier than air.

arteWia herizen (1) A device that indicates the axom A~ an aircraft -Three fixed lines of reference,
attitude of an aircraft with respect to the true usually centroidal and mutually perpendicular.
horizon. (2) A substitute for a natural horizon, such The horizontal axis in the plane of symmetry,
as a liquid level, pendulum, or Myoroe i~o usually parallel to the axis of the propeller, is called
porated in a navigating instrument, the longitudinal axis; the axis perpendicular to this

"peot ratie- The ratio of the span to the mean chord in the plane of symmetry in called the normal axis;
of an airfoi; i P., the ratio of the sqar of the and the third axi perpendicular to the other two is
span to the total area of an airfoil. called the lateral axuis In mathematical dircuisons,

effective aspect ratio- The aspect ratio oif on air- the first of these axes, drawn from rear to front, is
foi of elliptical plan form that, for the same lift called the .X axis; the second, drawn downward,
coo~lcient, has the sme induced-drag coeffi- the Z axis; anti the third, running from loft to right,
cient as the airfoil, or the combination of air- the Y axis. (See page 32.)
foils, in question. aSia OCR*--Sfe COMIC, AXIAL.

aspeet rnde, propeller-blad.-The ratio of the tip a&I* elasti (strsanalsisA) -The locus of all points
radius to the maximum blade width. (Obsolete.) through which a force may be applied to a structure
-toshee without causing torsional deflection..

aftineter-eafibrade. Standard atmosphere-A axs. wingc-The locus of the aerodynamic centers of
standard atmosphere used in calibrating aero- all the wing sections.
nantie instruments. The standard now in use lMekswopt--Sfe SWERPDACK.
in the United States is completely defined in belanse-A condition of steady flight in which the
N.A.CA. Report No. 240. resultant force and moment on the airpLa e ere.

0 0000000 *
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balanced sarthe: bae l0ad-See6 LOAD, BASIC.
aeredynamlo balanced surface A conol W urface besaiR towing-See TARR, sarnAME.

that extendsi on both sides of the axi, of the basket -The car suspended beneath a balloon for
hinge or pivot or that has auxiliary devices or carrying paseengers, ballast, aec.4
extessions connected with it in such a manner basket suspeaia-8see suaP3nsi3 &DaxrE.
as to effect a Small or zeo resultant moment beaching ger -An arrangement of wheels to be at-
of the air forces about the hinge axis. tahed to the hull of a seaplane to permit handling

stade balanced surface-A control surface whose ashore.
center of man i in the hinge axis. beacon-A light, group of light. or other signaling

ballenet -A gas-tight compartment of variable volume devic, indicating a location or direction.4
constructed of fabric and placed within a balloon or airport beamsn -A beacon light of high candle-
airship. It is usually partly inflated with air to power located at or near an airport for the pur'-
comspensate for changes of volume in the gas con- pose of indicating the general or specift: location
tained in the envelope. (See ligs. 3 and 4.) of the airport.

ballOneOt eiig--See CKzuro, A~UosWr. airay beaes -A bae=o light of high candle-
balloon -An aerostat without a propelling system. power, other than anaairportor landmaark beacon.

captive balloon -A balloon restrained from free located on or near an airway for the purpose of
Rlight by messa. of a cable attaching it to the indicating the location of the airway.
earth. axiliary airpert beems -A beacon light, usually

celling b allo--A small free balloon, whose rate oflower candlepower than the main airport
of ascent is known, used to determine the ceil- beacon light, located on the airport site to
ang. indicate the specific location of an airport4

free bgallo -A balloon, usually spherical, whose that has a separate airport beacon visble at a
scent and descent may be controlled by reMesa- greater distance to indicate the general, location
ing ballast or gas and whose direction of Rlight of the airport.
is determined by the wind, axliary airway beaems -A beacon light, usually

kite balloo An elongated form of captive bal- of lower candlepower than the principal airway
loon, fitted with lobes to keep it headed into beacon light. used to mark special featires of 4
the wind; it usually derives increased lift from the terrain along an airway or otherwise to
the inclination of it1. axis to the wind, supplemnent the principal airway beacons.

pilot balloo A small balloon met up to show the code beacon -A flashing beacon light having a
direction ad speed of the wind. rrcognixable chrceitcof dote adle

souning baloon -A salal balloon used to send dase by which its individual identity an be
up a Meteorograph. established.

balloon Abbrie-,Se FABRIC. SIALLO. ladmsark beacon -A baeo liht. other than an
band: airport beacon or an airway beacon, that

mooring bend -- A band of tape or webbing, over serves to indicate a deliate geographical loca-.
the top of a kite balloon, to which the mooring Lion.
ropes are attached. It form part of the moor- beamos. radio-marker 80ee nADu-waacwaV8 DBVIcZG.
ing harnes. . bows. radio-rang. -See um o-niaw s z ns cme.

aspeadon band-A horiotal fabric band, se- beamt direction (stress. analysis) -T7U direction pars-
curely fastened to the envelope of a belloon le to the plane of the spar web sand the plane of
or airship, to which are attached the main symmetry of an airplan (cf. chord, ding, top, and
suapenezon line of the basket or car, or the aide duimA...).
captive cable of a kite balloon, beam ferme or compoent (stress analysis) -A force, or

trajeetery band-A band of webbing carried in a omnponent., in the bear. direction; i.e., parallel to4
special curve over the surface of the envelope the plane of the spar web and the plane of sym-
of an airship to distribute the stris due to metry of an airpiane (cf. chard, *e, lit, and side
the suspensiep of the car. fWOrm).

bank -The position of an airplane when its lateral bearing prejeter -A fixed directiou.~ proleictor used
axis is incline to the horiaontal. A right bank is in cojunction with a landmark beacon to indicate
the position with the lateral axis inclined downward the direction toward a landing ame by meas of the
to the right. direction of its basin.

bank -To incline an airplane laterally; i.e., to rotate biplasa--An airplane with two main supporting sur-
it about its longitudinal axs face placed one above the othe.

bank (or banking) indleasr-See rmn-Aun-snw 1110411 ange-See ANOLS, SLADS.

IXouCAvOn. bled. bask -The aide of a propeller blade that owe-
bar, radder-8gee nuDsa mAx. $ponds so the Upper surface of an airfoil.
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Wlade ileseal-A portion of a propeller blade coo- baffetiag-The repeated aerodynantic forces ezpern-
tameod between the surfaces of two cylinders coaxial enced by any part of an aircraft, caused and main.
with the propeller cutting the propeller Moades. tained by unsteady flow arising front a disturbance

blae fee-The surface of a propeller blade that cor- set up by any other part of the aircraft (cflfilr).
responds; to the lower surface of an airfoil. Some- bump- A sudden acceleration of an airirraft caused by
times called "thrust face" or -driving face." a region of unstable atmosphere characterized by

blade aeellos-A cram section of a propeler blade marked local vertical components in the air currents.
maeat any point by aplane parallel to theaxis of bumper bag-A cushion secured to the bottom of an
rotation of the propeller and taget at the centroid aiushlip to prevent damage when in contact with the
of the section to an arc drawn with the azis of rota- ground. (See figs. 4 and 6.)
tion as its center. bsoyPamc:

blade-width nW*.-The ratio of the chord of a pro- oaler of buoyancy (aerot) -The center of
pller blade section to the diameter of the propelle. gravity of the air displaced by a balloon or air.

atm Wad..wldth rati--The ratio of the mean ship It is approximately the Center of gravity
blae width to the diameter of the propeller. of the contained gsa.

blast gate (auperslargsr)-A device for controlling the ceater of buoyancy (seaplasel The center of
pressure in the noasle box of a tuutaosuperchazger by gravity of the fluid displaced.
discharging into the free atmwophere a portion of reserve buoyncy (ozeos buoyancy) -The differ-
the exhaust gasse that would otherwise pas through ence bet wren the buoyancy of a completely sub-
the turbine wheel, merged float and the buoyancy of the float when

Wlimp--A colloquial term for a nonrigid airship. submoergedl to the normal-load water line. uou-
blind flybn-See0 sXWaruUMr nVaIvN. ally exprmmed as a perreutage of the normal.
bInLe lgtSeuGuw. auwanm. load buoyancy.
bhter--A sheet of clear water raised by the motion bee We A trm designating the breakdown of the

of a Mlat or hull and separated from the free-water streamline flow about a body
surface by An air space. sban. An arrangement of strut* seed for bracing on

beat.11 flyNg-,900 nL~rmo BOAT. an aircraft
boos, tai-See TAIL a0019. Oak:
boost--To supply an egne with more air or mixture axial eablo -The axial member sometimes fitted

than it would normally induct at sea level. mn a rigid airship. It Ws attached to the central
boost estrel. autmatia-An automatic regulator of fitting of the radial or diametrul wires of each

boost presure. mai transverse and to the bull structure at bow
boaster SAegnet-,80e WAcarar, OoSTeRa. and stern
boundary layer --A layer of fluid, close to the surface osal sable--The line of wire or atnd~od cable

of a body placed in a moving stream, in which the leading from the control levers to the oontrol
impact pressure is reduced as a result of the viscosity surfaces or interronnetng the control surfas
of thefluid. (See fi. 6.)

boundar lighit-See1 ucer. soti mossyR. main moorkng sable-The ware cable by which an
bow sap-flee CAP, DOW. airship in hauled in to a aworng am"st
bowbeavy-The condition in which, to normal flight, eeaber--The rws of the curve of an airfoil section,

the forward and of an airship tends to snk., and usually ezp~ed so the ratio of the departure of the
which requirs correction by means of the horisontal curve from a straight line joining the extremities of
controls. It may be due to either aerodynamic or the curve to the length of this straight line. '1Upper
sttic conditions, or to both (cf. sekvuhuesp). camber" refers to the upper surface -"lower camber'"

bow-weigbing devise-An instrument for measuring to the lower surfae;v and " mea camber " to the
the horisaetal and vertical forces between an airshp mean line of the section. Camber is positie whenm
a"d its mooring must (cf. d~Ws.Wdag dmnift). the departure is upward, and negative when it is

box gIder-8es "nosn, box. downward. (0Se fig. 2.)
breotiag-Thes passae of air into or out of an sec.. eanad AlePlaa-8ee AlIMAS.A GA MAVD.

stat, due to changin volume. Gommp. parsebute-The main stipporting surface of a
brdbk--(a) A ding of cordags or cable which has its parachute.

ends find at two diferust points, to the bight of sap:4
which a single lUwe may be attached, either movabl bow sap-([) A cap of metal or fabric and to to-
or LAed, thus distributing the pull of the single, lie infores the extreme forward end of a bow
to two points or more in the case of a multiple bridle. elteser of a nourigid or semirgi airship.
(b) A towing or mooring line haying two Isp and (Mea Op. 3 and 4.) (2) The conica or cap.
intended to reduce yawing when towinig or mooring, shaped sttur v at he etroes bow of a rigd

0~~~.. ...... 00
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ainbp to which thes leagutudina girders aMrI Steo. GS~rdYaUhe~- -SW A KRODY N A ICt' CNTICN, Wino
attached aNd which supporthelb bow mooring i acrioso
sindle. (9ee fig. 6.) oesala. tasetle (stre" analysia) A poit withi the

apsdsW-Th. volume of the gu atell wr cot of " I
Iwing sectlion at which the application of a saggi

a lne aps if-Th. valunto of 111. Pa cull without rutatiuno and. convemaly. a point wihin
or cll.of emnbatUndr Ol~i de Ii the wing setion about which rtiole occueurs isbra

coelditiesa of Prmotin sad nlatm. Ithe wing to subjected to rotationl delleurtoo.
esp-aft-A cotaauua moembor an Lhe outeer edg. of lieee of b.ass : SW*~ avoAx5 cxT841K or.

to fliog-rib. j sIM Of etrsswft ir te. The point in the chord
eadeuuucte m.Se *or x inps e it. tehlore- of an airfoil, prulaortl of necessary. which isi at the

velegm of an inhp for carrytag cirwntwes the rMsultaant air furre
p-os,@ oft. (See IW 3 aod 4.) 8e-fPeerioMta I'l aiofthd.We. eat-A car ampesded .6 lb. cooloer ha., of an tar fteene of ~ patio nf else le dingedg

siinup; ale.o called -wing ca. to tane cf h ro 60p0h uetuette laig us

loweriod from ao elaihi to a positios below th.eeelaTern a an4'1aSag n1wcs
cloudis. of a cooatssumas ewo any sng havsing n0 central

WA esaPac -SM coutAna CAR. panel, The limit, of the tt.Wier Oi ame "ttiaiy
awsot -A do .cr by whih an airptoe can bie Ideidneij by the locatiou of "ait. dof atterhuset to

launched as Sysn ipeed else cahaneo trUts or fuselae
cat walk -A arts. foetway aleag the keel of a rogod 00Wtq~l-tMOO prtargeIir oile erar-at~worn

cdt-High.of the lower level of a bank of cloud Obss*dsfl An &WVPI cloonking tuam to GPPruun44
above the round. a "tl in whuhb the momentumi of the airplane is

otedwseawoed to obtais ahoogher rate of climb than would he
abselnie eelift-Tbe mamimum boght above e pOMW in sm areierstod B4igh The Purposne 'if0

level at which a gives aiplane, would be able io ibis maneuver to to ain altoltude at the Nae tame
maintinu bera t W light under standard air hthat the usrwo of flooght to changed (fig. 5).

M disallowela. The intewmwct of the bottom with the aides
b.ee" eea - The &alttde from which a pro. or deck of. iseallanoe '.

ouve aishp with emolply ballosete run reurn eberd -An airtutary datum liop from which the ants.
torof level without 6a of operating piem oatea aWa anglest of an alado or measrd It ia,

m r te elog-Tbe, height above e level, under wsually the straighlt line longest to the lowe ourfarev
ettandard aor roadtnm'. at whichb a gusto ir- a4t wo p1oint.. tlse straiht line Jabies the eds of
polase a unable to climb laiet than a small the m$a lae. -W the straigt lanw between SSW le*#!.
operifled rates 'lOS feet per missile, ia the Couled sag &M Itailingt edges (Sr 11g. 2 aMd S)
%4wiat and Wcl) Thm. apenfed rate may chord, mea seranueb-Ttw rhan of an lseagrs-
difer in Momns countries Say unal ww Is oul bsm ave form w rtum through.

obe aie tn -The alitolde Soma adard some- oust the fiht runge oideniiof with th~s of the
spheore, at slash an swmt i sosatic equilib- &rtval wioo or wiors
rium after removal of all di"ebam"Worl weiht -beid. Melln. of a "in The quotient otained bs

eetkage ballee-4le mAugo", cittusoa dividing thse worng aore by the spun
eeibng-heigt blotr-A device that moieauross the elk-d dawesa N_ analyst. The dirwtmne par.

hight Inem the bersosta to the Mlsmasawe spot am. to the ans" "mois" of the Plane, of the internal
producedl by a edinog proewtor soaetle from a lAud wing mas ith the ploane of ltymmetcy ofi the ast-
Poitlion, plae When a wing ba" two internal toue in

etag Vvejeueoo -A provilittw that prou an ilums- mospsrulle lane, the plane bimrg t he dsbe're
tnted rrgioa s the unlde ade of a deassd for the 9-tgle btween them towo plane ihumido he used (cf.
Pur.s of dooloerming the height of that part of kile" dout, left. sa fui direifigie).
the cloud above the indicaor Iherd tem.e or anapesest (seis anaysts)- A foiwe

nol. peio-la an msiP. .me of lbhagWV rusaiig the or cumpunint. is the chordo dirmisa i-e.. parallel
arrsusetic gas. (see llv. 4 WidS 6to thse inte"ewo of the plae" of the Interoal wa

tellule (WOW e)-Imn airplanse, thetious, strurta"vof tIV with &he plan of .ymtatry of the airplan
the wip ad wing trunag of the whole airplan (cf. borm, do", lip,. sad& jamr) ,e
ono onesde of the fuselag, n or t setwee fuselages or chrd lengh -The lenlgth 'if the projlection of the sir-
Mmclo, where thee* we noieOW torn W1 fu profle an ift chiad
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eeehkpi---An open oipaire in an airplane for the accom- I ontros- -A general tertaa applied to tlae moans pro-
nwudatioce of pilots or psenghrs. When rom- vided to ens We time pilot to control the speed, direc-
pltaly enclotied, suich a spae is usually called a tion (of nlight, iattitude, power, etc., of an aircraft.
cabin. (see fig. 5.) control stick - Tito vertical lever by means of which

colIm control-See CONTROL COLUNM. the longitudinal and lateral control surfaces of an
compass: airplane ane operated. The elevator is opersa by r

curd (or curd msagnetic) compass, A Inaguetia' a for-andeaft movemeont of the stick; the ailerons,
compass in which the maegnetso are attached ito by a aide-to-mde movement. (See fig. 5.)
a pivoted card on which the diretions are I control surface-A maovable airfoil designed to be ro-
mearked. tinted air otherwime m~oved by the pilot in order to)

*erthactar (or indautonj compass A coin- chainge the attitude tof the aircraft.
peas the indicatiton of which depend on thse control-surface area, tratting Se1 ARVA, MEASURE-
current generated in a coail revolving an the MLYXT OF.
earths magnetlic field. cord. rip -See kip couti.

ann omnpabe-A arompass in %shich the derectiona course light See LIONI, COURSE.
of the sun its utiize anstead of the direction oft cove The line of interiection between two surfaces of
the magetic~ north or south, pole a hull, the vertex (of the angle of intersection point-

compveeslea.Ignane *ngo&e Sev r.%Gaxz. oft"Pals- muig steward.
11i0O1-laux'ToE cowling -A rentsvable covering.

compression ra"e-The ratio of( the volumer of the ga- cockpit cowling -A naitad or plywood cowling
an an engine cylandler at the beginning of the coin- placed ariound a cockpit
prwaono stroke ti a to, volume at the end of the %Istr engine, cowling A reauiovable coverinag placed

con": arounad all oir part of an airplane enagine.
sa cose 'i ,rhr robnc-baped fabric fiating, in I.A.C.A. cowling A coaling enclio-mag a radial

the end of. a o elil of a rigd aireship. tothicht pria- ar-cooeled engine, consioting of a hood, or ring,
video a gia-tigt connection of the eli tler and a portion of the body behind tfie engine so,
ninl table asse yet permii ls e cell soer degre arrangedl that the cooling air siiaot(iy enters
of frieedome an atio movement. f2) A toprial alse hoood at the front and leaves through a
foam of con"ca sleeve tonooth annular aslot between the body and the

dage eon* A pennant or a hollowse cone of light foar of the hood; the whole forming a rela-
cloth on the wife cable of a captilve balloon IN) tively low-drug bodty with a passage throuigh a
*am rsamt of its iseeeC.ors portion of it foir the cooling air.

ieaffunce cono -That portion of a wand tunnel Cowling, ring - Sre SC.N COWINGs
from which the sa" flows to the experiment cinde:
Cheambeor (S'e fig -") building cradle A suppotrt pnpoiadtd for the

e21t cone That portio of a sind tunnel into frame of a iid airship oir ala, kerl of a semi-
which th aor flow. train the etpertmore lent- rigid airship diaring ron~lrtactint
her (Siee figt 7 ) dock"n cradle A %uppoirt fair the car of ai air-

meeting eost* -The grooved conseal member at ship wile it in being inflated in thie shoed;
91w extrem bow of an airship which vegages, ianely used with rigid tairsahipst.
with a hollw conse at the top of the maonng crew, landing (or ground, A detail (of inchi necess.ary
niast and provese the coupling between the fot the landaing Ntd handling af an siais on thec
sasip and the mororn incalM. (Se ftg. 6) ground.

winsd cone--A tapered fabric sleeve pivoted on a riltift lttd See41 W ALiTITUPL. 4-1iTiCAL
standard to indicat, the wind direirtiona. critical agl of stack See AMULE Or ATAICK,

6411111111116 9e ANOLS. cosw.11116 CITICAL.
4101111 l a ,e--C. c.a.CoWTVOL, cross-wind force The compoignent perpendicular tot
sonwW column-A lever having a rotatablae whee Ilhe lift and to the drag of the total air force on a

mnonted at its upper eed for operating the longi- bosdy.
tudina and lateral conetrol surfaces of an airplatne crewefeot -(I) A stysteme of diverging short ropes for
This type of control is culled "whee control." dustrihuting the pull of a single rope. (2) An ar-

iestrel. aw-A control devised to reinforre the rangemorint an which the strands of a cord are opened
plot.- efrt by an aerodynamic or mechanical Meay. out so that they can be effectivelY cemiented to a

eetrollaft,-The quality of an aircraft that deter- fsarc suirfare.
sam.s thes ee of operainig itee controlsi andlot thie tcdllogr A type of rotor plane sahose support in the
dfectivwaem of displarpment of the Controls in pro- air is normally derived front airfioils iaechaseically
duef liehag.s is its attitude in fligt, rotated abrott an axiis perpendicular to the plane of

NOvd~ Pfpeeple-Se PnOPnULIAa, oumnouaLLAU symmetry of the aircraft, the angle of attack of the
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airfoils being always less than the angle at which the dive-A steep descent, with or without power, in I
airfoils stall. which the air speed is greater than the maximum

dead rise--In a cross section of a float or flying-boat speed in horizontal flight.
hull, the amount by which the height of the chine dive (stress analysi)-A design condition for the
differs from that of the keel. wings representing a steady state of flight char-

dead rise, angle of-See8 ANGLE OF DEAD RISE. acterized by high speed and an angle of attack

decalage-The difference between the angular settings approximately that of zero lift (cf. inverted flight

of the wings of a biplane or multiplane. Thedeca- and pull-up, sudden).

lage is measured by the acute angle between the dock-A large shed used for housing airships.

chords in a plane parallel to the plane of symmetry. dock-To haul an airship into its dock.

The decalage is considered positive if the upper dope:

wing is set at the larger angle. (Se f airplane dope-The liquid material applied to the
deflatio setevt-te LEEVE, De EFIN. .fabric surfaces of airplanes to increase their

deflation sleeve--See SLEEVE, DEFLATION, strength, to produce tautness by shrinking, and
density altitude-See ALTITUDE, DENSITY. to act as a filler for maintaining airtightness.
derivatives, resistance-Quantities expressing the vari- fuel dope-Any material added to the fuel in

ation of the forces and moments on aircraft due to small quantities for the purpose of preventing
disturbance of steady motion. They form the ex- detonation.
perimental basis of the theory of stability, and from downwash-The air deflected perpendicular to the
them the periods and damping factors of aircraft direction of motion of an airfoil.
can be calculated. In the general case there are 18 downwash angle-See ANGLE, DOWNWASH.

translatory and 18 rotary derivatives, drag-The component of the total air force on a body
lateral resistance derivatives-Resistance deriva- parallel to the relative wind. (See fig. 9.)

tives expressing the variation of moments and induced drag-That part of the drag induced by
forces due to small changes in the lateral, yaw- the lift.
ing, and rolling velocities, parasite drag-That portion of the drag of an

longitudinal resistance derivatives-Resistance aircraft exclusive of the induced drag of the
derivatives expressing the variation of moments wings.
and forces due to small changes in the longi- profile drag-The difference between the total
tudinal, normal, and pitching velocities, wing drag and the induced drag.

rotary resistance derivatives-Resistance deriva- profile drag, effective-The difference between
tives expressing the variation of moments and the total wing drag and the induced drag of a
forces due to small changes in the rotational wing with the same geometric aspect ratio but
velocities of the aircraft. elliptically loaded.

translatory resistance derivatives-Resistance de- drag direction (stress analysis)-The direction of the
rivatives expressing the variation of moments relative wind (cf. beam, chord, lift, and side direc.-
and forces due to small changes in the transla- tion8).
tional velocities of the aircraft, drag force, or component (stress analysis)-A force,

design load-See LOAD, DESIGN. or component, in the drag direction; i.e., parallel to
diaphragm, ballonet-The fabric partition between the relative wind (cf. beam, chord, lift, and side

the gas and air compartments of the envelope of a forces).
nonrigid or semirigid airship or kite balloon. drag rope-A long rope which can be hung overboard

.differential aileron linkage arrangement--See AILERON from a balloon so as to act as a brake and a variable
LINKAGE ARRANGEMENTS. ballast in making a landing. Sometimes called

dihedral angle-See ANGLE, DIHEDRAL. "trail rope" or "guide rope."I
directional gyro-A gyroscopic instrument for indi- drag strut-A fore-and-aft compression member of the

eating direction, containing a free gyroscope which internal bracing system of an aircraft. (See fig. 5.)
holds its -position in azimuth and thus indicates drift angle-See ANGLE, DRIFT.

angular deviation from the course. drip flap-A strip of fabric attached by one edge to the
directional stability-4Se STABILITY, DIRECTIONAL. envelope of an aerostat so that rain runs off its
discharge header-The duct through which the air iA free edge instead of dripping into the basket or car.

conducted from the supercharger to the engine. It also assists in keeping the suspension ropes dry
displacement, engine-The total volume swept by and nonconducting. Also called "drip band" or

the pistons of all the cylinders during one complete "drip strip."
stroke of each piston. dry weight of an engine-See ENGINE, DRY WEIGHT Or.

displacement, float or hull-The total volume, or total dynamic factor (stress analysis)-The ratio between
weight, of water displaced by a seaplane float or the load carried by any part of an aircraft when
hull. accelerating and the corresponding basic load.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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dynamic load-See LOAD, DYNAMIC. envelope-(l) The outer covering of an aerostat,

dynamic pressure-The product %FV, where p is the usually of fabric. (2) The bag containing the
density of the air and V is the relative speed of aerostatic gas of a free balloon, kite balloon, or non-
the air. rigid airship. (See fig. 3.)

dynamic stability-See aTABILITY, D NAMIC. equivalent monoplane-A monoplane wing equivalent
dynamometer, hub-A device built into a propeller as to its lift and drag properties to any combination

dumormer g tof two or more wings.
hub for measuring the engine thrust and/or torque. exhaust-collector ring-A circular duct into which the

earth- inductor compass-See COMPASS, EARTH- exhaust gases from the cylinders of a radial engine
INDUCTOR. are discharged.

edge, leading-See LEADING EDGE. exit cone--See CONE, EXIT.

edge, trailing-See TRAILING EDGE. experiment (or test) chamber-The central portion of
efliciency, propeller-See PROPELLER EFFICIENCY. a wind tunnel, where aircraft models or other objects
efficiency, propulsive-See PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY. are tested.
elastic center-See CENTER, ELASTIC. fabric:
elevator-A movable auxiliary airfoil, the function of balloon fabric-The finished material, usually

which is to impress a pitching moment on the air- rubberized, of which balloon or airship envelopes
craft. It is usually hinged to the stabilizer. (See are made.
figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6.) gas-cell fabric-The fabric used in making gas

elevator angle--See ANGLE, ELEVATOR. cells for rigid airships.
emergency flotation gear-A device attached to a goldbeaters-skin fabric-A fabric consisting of

landplane to provide buoyancy in case of an emer- a layer of light, fine, strong cloth, usually
gency landing on the water. cotton, to which one or more layers of gold-

empennage-See TAIL, AIRPLANE. beaters skin have been cemented.
engine: factor, dynamic--See DYNAMIC FACTOR.

axial-type engine-An engine having its cylinders factor, load-See LOAD FACTOR.

equidistant from and parallel to the main shaft. factor of safety (stress analysis)-The ratio of the
Power is transmitted to the shaft through a ultimate load to any applied load. This term * 4
wabble plate, swash plate, or gears. usually refers to the probable minimum factor of

cam engine-A type of engine in which the pistons safety, which is the ratio of the ultimate load to
are reciprocated by means of a cam-and-roller the probable maximum applied load.
mechanism. fairing-An auxiliary member or structure whose

compression-ignition engine-A type of engine in primary function is to reduce the drag of the part
which the fuel is sprayed into the cylinder and to which it is fitted.
ignited by the heat of compression of the air feather-In rotary wing systems, to periodically
charge. increase and decrease the incidence of a blade or

double-row radial engine-An engine having two wing by oscillating the blade or wing about its
rows of cylinders arranged radially around a span axis.
common crankshaft. The corresponding front fln-A fixed or adjustable airfoil, attached to an
and rear cylinders may or may not be in line. aircraft hpproximately parallel to the plane of sym-

left-hand engine-An engine whose propeller metry, to afford directional stability; for example,
shaft, to an observer facing the propeller from tail fin, skid fin, etc. (See figs. 3, 4, and 5.)
the engine end of the shaft, rotates in a counter- fin carrier -A frame to which the inboard edge of
clockwise direction. the fin of a nonrigid or semirigid airship is attached,

right-hand engine-An engine whose propeller so as to prevent the edge of the fin from sinking
shaft, to an observer facing the propeller from into the envelope.
the engine end of the shaft, rotates in a clock- fineness ratio-The ratio of the length to the maxi-
wise direction. mum diameter of a streamline body, as an airship

supercharged engine-An engine with a compres- hull.
sor for increasing the air or mixture charge fibtail-A colloquial term describing the motion
taken into the cylinder beyond that inducted made when the tail of an airplane is swung from
normally at the existing atmospheric pressure. side to side to reduce speed in approaching the

engine, dry weight of an-The weight of an engine ground for a landing.
exclusive of fuel, oil, and liquid coolant. fitting-A generic term for any small part used in

engine weight per horsepower-The dry weight of an the structure of an airplane or airship. If without
engine divided by the rated horsepower. qualification, a metal part is usually understood.

ntrne cone-See CONE, ENTRANCE. It may refer to other parts, such as fabric fittings.

0 0 0 S 0 0 0 *
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lied light--See LIGHT, FIXED. floodlight system, landing-area-A complete instal-
flap-A hinged or pivoted airfoil forming the rear lation of floodlighting equipment designed to

portion of an airfoil, used to vary the 'effective illuminate a landing area. I)
camber. flotation gear-See EMERGENCY FLOTATION GEAR.

split flap-A hinged plate forming the rear flow:
upper or lower portion of an airfoil. The laminar flow-A particular type of streamline
lower portion may be deflected downward to flow. The term is usually applied to the flow
give increased lift and drag; the upper portion of a viscous liquid near solid boundaries, when
may be raised over a portion of the wing for the flow is not turbulent.
the purpose of lateral control (cf. upper-8ur- streamline flow-A fluid flow in which the

face ail ron). streamlines, except those very near a body
flap, drip-See DRIP FLAP. and in a narrow wake, do not change with
flap, pressure-See PRESSURE FLAP. time.
flapping angle-See ANGLE, FLAPPING. turbulent flow-Any part of a fluid flow in which
flare: the velocity at a given point varies more or

parachute flare-A pyrotechnic device attached less rapidly in magnitude and direction with
to a parachute and designed to illuminate a time.
large area when released from an aircraft at flutter-An oscillation of definite period but unstable
an altitude. character set up in any part of an aircraft by a

signal flare-A pyrotechnic signaling device of momentary disturbance, and maintained by a
distinctive color and characteristics, combination of the aerodynamic, inertial, and

wing-tip flare-A pyrotechnic device attached elastic characteristics of the member itself (cf.
to an aircraft for illuminating the ground buffeting).
while landing. fly-(l) To operate an aircraft in flight. (2) To ride

flat-plate area, equivalent-See AREA, EQUIVALENT as a passenger in an aircraft.
FLAT-PLATE.flat spin--See SPIN, FLAT. flying boat-A form of seaplane whose main body or

flight path-The flight path of the center of gravity of hull provides flotation.
an aircraft with reference to the earth, or with frame, field handling-A portable frame which may 0
reference to a frame fixed relative to the air. (See be attached to an airship when it is on the ground
fig. 9.) and which is intended to provide a hold for more

flight-path angle-See ANGLE, FLIGHT-PATH. men than could grasp the handling rails of the
float-A completely enclosed watertight structure cars. (See fig. 6.)

attached to an aircraft to give it buoyancy and framing, stern-All framework, aft of the cruciform
stability when in contact with water. girder, necessary to complete the shape and con-

float, inboard stabilizing-A stabilizing float tour of a rigid airship.
placed relatively close to the main float or hull. free balloon-See BALLOON, FREE.

float, outboard (or wing-tip) stabiliing-A stabi- free-balloon net-See NET, FREE-BALLOON.

lizing float placed relatively far out from the Frise aileron-See AILERON, FRISE.

main float or hull, usually at or very near the fuel bypass regulator-See REGULATOR, FUEL BYPASS.

tip of the wing. fuselage-The body, of approximately streamline
float, single-A single central float fitted under a form, to which the wings and tail unit of an airplane

seaplane and usually requiring two stabilizing are attached. (See fig. 5.)
floats to give adequate stability and complete monocoque fuselage-A fuselage construction
the float system. which relies on the strength of the skin or shell

float, stabilizing (or side) -A float used in addition to carry either the shear or the load due to
to a single float or hull and intended to provide bending moments. Monocoques may be di-
lateral stability while the seaplane or flying vided into three classes (reinforced shell, semi-
boat is at rest on the water. monocoque, and monocoque), and different

float system-The complete system of permanent portions of the same fuselage may belong to
floats, used to give buoyancy and stability to a any one of these classes. The reinforced shell
seaplane or a flying boat while it is at rest on the has the skin reinforced by a complete frame-
water, and to provide hydrodynamic lift while it is work of structural members. The semimono-
taking off. coque has the skin reinforced by longerons

floating aileron linkage arrangement-See AILERON and vertical bulkheads, but has no diagonal
LINKAO ARRANGEMENTS. web members. The monocoque has as its only

floodlight, landing-area-A device designed to ilium- reinforcement vertical bulkheads formed of
inate the surface of a landing area. structural members.
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gap--The distance separating two adjacent wings of gyro horizon-A gyroscopic instrument that indicates
a multiplane. (See fig. 5.) the lateral and longitudinal attitude of the airplane

gas--To replenish a balloon with fresh gas, in order to. by simulating the natural horizon.
increase the purity, or to make up for a loss of gas. gyro pilot-See AUTOMATIC PILOT.

gaS-0el fabrie-See FABRIC, GAS-CELL. gyroplane-A type of rotor plane whose support in the
gs-cel met-See NET, Ohs-CRL.. air is chiefly derived from airfoils rotated about an
gassing faetor-The quantity of serostatic gas re- approximately vertical axis by aerodynamic forces,

quired to maintain an aerostat for one year. It is and in which the lift on opposite sides of the plane
ordinarily expressed as a percentage of the gas of symmetry is equalized by rotation of the blades
volume, about the blades' axes.

geared propeller--See PROPELLER, GEARED. hangar-A shelter for housing airplanes.
geometrical pitch of a propeller-See PITCH OF A PRO- head, air-speed-See AIR-SPEED HEAD.

PELLER, GEOMETRICAL. heaviness, nose-See NOSEHEAVY.
get-away speed-See SPEED, GMT-AWAY. heaviness, stern-See STERNHEAVY.
girder: , heaviness, tail-See TAILHEAVY.

box glirer-Any built-up girder of rectangular heaviness, wing-See WINOHEAVY.4

section. Frequently used for the rectangular height, pressure-The altitude at which the gas cells
longitudinal members in the keel of a rigid of a rigid airship or the gas bag of a nonrigid airship
airship from which the fuel tanks and gas cells are completely full of gas.
are suspended. helicopter-A type of rotor plane whose support in

cruciform girder-The structure, consisting of the air is normally derived from airfoils mechanically
vertical and horizontal transverse girders, rotated about an approximately vertical axis.
fitted at the stern of a rigid airship for the pur- honeycomb-A grid of intersecting surfaces used to
pose of supporting the inboard ends of the check lateral disturbances in a fluid stream. (See
sternposts of the fins or of the rudder posts. fig. 7.)

walkway girder-A girder supporting a walkway hood:
along the keel or other part of a rigid or semi- gas-shaft hood-A hood, or cowl, located on the
rigid airship, outer cover of a rigid airship at the outer end

gland-A short tube fitted to an envelope or gas bag of a gas shaft.
so that a rope or line may slip through it without maneuvering-valve hood-A hood,or cowl, located
leakage of gas or air. (See fig. 4.). on the outer cover of a rigid airship just over a

glide-To descend at a normal angle of attack with maneuvering valve. It is usually made of
little or no thrust. light wood or fabric and is faced to facilitate

glide landing-See LANDING, GLIDE. the escape of gas.
glider-An aircraft heavier than air, similar to an air- valve hood-The appliance, having the form of a

plane but without a power plant. hood or parasol, which protects the valve of an
primary-type glider-A ruggedly built glider airship or balloon against rain; also called

designed for use in elementary training of "valvecover"or"bonnet." (eefig.4.)
student glider pilots, hood, N.A.C.A.-The ring portion of an N.A.C.A.

secondary-type glider-A glider designed to have cowling.
better aerodynamic performance than the pri- hook, arresting-A hook attached to an airplane
mary type, but rugged enough for the use of which engages the arresting gear in landing.
pilots with limited training, horizon, arctisd-See ARTIFICIAL HORIZON.

performance-type glider-A glider having a high horn-A short lever attached to a control surface of an
degree of aerodynamic refinement and low aircraft, to which the operating wire or rod is con-
minimum sinking speed. nected. (See fig. 5.)

gliding angle-See ANGLE, GLIDING. horsepower of an engine, rated-The average horse-
goldbaters-skin fabric--See FABRIC, GOLDBRATERS- power developed by a given type of engine at the

SKIN. rated speed when operating at full throttle, or at a
ground angle--Same as LANDING ANGLE. specified altitude or manifold pressure.
ground gear-The gear, or equipment, necessary for the hub dynamometer-See DYNAMOMETER, RUN.

landing and handling of an airship on the ground. hull:
ground loop-An uncontrollable violent turn of an airship hull-The main structure of a rigid air-

airplane while taxying, or during the landing or ship, consisting of a covered elongated frame-
take-off run. work which incloses the gas cells and supports

ground speed-See SPEED, GROUND. the cars and other equipment.
guide rope-See DRAG nOPS. seaplane hull-That portion of a flying boat whieh
gyrO, directional--See DInm ONAL GYRO. furnishes buoyancy when in contact with the
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surface of the water. It contains accommoda- kite balloon-See BALLOON, KITE.
tions for the crew and passengers, usually com- laminar flow-See FLOW, LAMINAR.

bining the functions of both float and fuselage, landing-The act of terminating flight in which the
hump speed-See SPEED, HUMP. aircraft is made to descend, lose flying speed, estab-
hydrofoil (or hydrovane)-Any surface designed to lish contact with the ground, and finally come to

obtain reaction from the water through which it rest.
moves. glide landing-A landing in which a steady glide

hydroplane-See PLANE. is maintained to the landing surface without the
identification light-See LIGHT, IDENTIFICATION. usual leveling-off before contact.
Immelman turn, normal-A maneuver made by coni- level landing (stress analyis)-A loading condi-

pleting the first half of a normal loop; from the tion for the fuselage and landing gear, repre-
inverted position at the top of the loop, half-rolling senting a two-point landing with the fuselage
the airplane to the level position, thus obtaining a horizontal.
1800 change in direction simultaneously with a normal (or three-point) landing-A landing in
gain in altitude. (See fig. 8.) which a path tangential to the landing surface

impact pressure-The pressure acting at the forward and the loss in flying speed are attained at ap-
stagnation point of a body, such as a pitot tube, proximately the instant of contact.
placed in an air current. Impact pressure may be pancake landing-A landing in which the leveling-
measured from an arbitrary datum pressure. off process is carried out several feet above the

incidence, angle of-See ANGLE OF WINO SETTING. ground, as a result of which the airplane settles
inclinometer-An instrument that measures the atti- rapidly on a steep flight path in a normal

tude of an aircraft with respect to the horizontal, attitude.
induced drag--See DRAG, INDUCED. three-point landing (stress analysis)-A loading
induction compass--See COMPASS, EARTH-INDUCTOR. condition for the fuselage and landing gear,
induction system, rotary-A carburetor induction repre.snting landing with the wheels and tail

system used on radial engines, in which a rotary fan skid touching the ground simultaneously (cf.
assists in distributing the fuel charge to the cylinders, letel landing).

inflation net--See NET, INFLATION. landing angle-See ANGLE, LANDING. 0
inflation sleeve-See SLEEVE, INFLATION. landing area, effective-That portion of the landing
inflow-The flow of air into a propeller, area, with approaches clear within the allowable
instability, spiral-A type of instability, inherent in safe climbing and gliding angle, available for the

certain airplanes, which becomes evident when the take-off and landing of aircraft.
airplane assumes too great a bank and sideslips; the landing-direction light-See LIGIIT, LANDING-DIREC-
bank continues to increase and the radius of the TION.
turn to decrease. landing field-Any area of land designed for the take-

instrument flying-The art of controlling an aircraft off and landing of aircraft. It may or may not be
solely by the use of instruments; sometimes called part of an airport.
"blind flying." landing gear-The understructure which supports the

intake header-A short duct extending from outside weight of an aircraft when in contact with the land
the engine cowling to the supercharger intake, or water and which usually contains a mechanism

interceptor-A lateral-control device consisting of a for reducing the shock of landing. Also called
small plate placed just back of a wing slot to spoil "undercarriage." (See fig. 5.)
the effect of the slot at high angles of attack. (See retractable landing gear-A type of landing gear
fig 1.) (Cf. spoiler.) which may be withdrawn into the body or

interference-The aerodynamic influence of two or wings of an airplane while it is in flight, in order
more bodies on one another. to reduce the parasite drag.

inverted flight (stress analysis)-A loading condition landing light -SCee LIGHT, LANDING.
for the wings simulating the conditions of flying up- landing strip-A narrow and comparatively long area
side down and of commencing a dive (ef. dire (stress forming part of a landplane airport or of an inter-
analysis).) mediate or auxiliary field, which is suitable for the

jackstay-A longitudinal rigging provided to maintain landing and take-off of airplanes under ordinary
the correct distance between various parts in the weather conditions.
fittings of an aerostat. landplane-An airplane designed to rise from and

keel, airship-The aswmbly of members at the bot- alight on the land.
tom of the hull of a semirigid or rigid airship, which lateral axis-S-ee AXES OF AN AIRPLANE.
provides special strength to resist hogging and sag- leading edge-The foremost edge of an airfoil or pro-
ging and also serves to distribute the effect of con- peller blade.
centrated loads along the hull. (See fig. 4.) length, chord-See CHORD LENGTH.
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level landing-See LANDING, LEVEL. light-continued.
level-off-To make the flight path of an airplane position light-Any one of a group of lights-red,

horizontal after a climb, glide, or dive. green,and clear-used aboard an aircraft to in-
lift: dicate its position and direction of motion.

aerostatic lift-The difference between the weight line:
of a volume of air and of an equal volume of a control line-One of the lines leading from the r
gas lighter than air under given conditions. control car or compartment to the various parts

dynamic lift-The component of the total acre- of an airship and operating (either through
dynamic force on a body perpendicular to the mechanisms or directly) the rudders, valves,
relative wind. (See fig. 9.) etc., which control the speed, altitude, etc., of

gross lift (aerostat)-Tbe buoyancy under stand- the airship.
ard conditions of density, purity, and fullness. handling line (aerostat)-A line attached to the

useful lift (aerostat)-The lift available for carry- side of an airship or balloon for use by the
ing passengers, fuel, oil, supplies, cargo, etc. ground crew in handling the aerostat. (See
It is the difference between the gross lift and the fig. 3.)
fixed weight of an aerostat. handling line (airplane)-Two lines of steel strand

lift direction (stress analysis)-The direction in the attached to the upper wings of a seaplane for
plane of symmetry perpendicular to the relative steadying it when hauled out of the water
wind (cf. beam, chord, drag, and side directions). aboard ship.

lift/drag ratio-The ratio of the lift to the drag of any main mooring line-The line dropped from the
body. bow of an airship to be coupled to the main

lift force, or component (stress analysi)-A force, or mooring-mast line.
component, in the lift direction (cf. beam, chord, drag, main mooring-mast line-A line leading from the
and side forces). main winch of a mooring mast through the

light: uiooring attachment at the top of the mast for
anchor light-A light, or group of clear lights the purpose of attaching the main mooring line

carried on an aircraft to indicate its position at of an airship.
night while at anchor. mast yaw line-One of the two lines leading from

approach light-A light, usually green, designed the winches at the base of the mooring mast
to indicate a favorable direction of approach for through snatch blocks and carried to the lee-
landing an aircraft. ward of the mast 60' from the wind direction.

blinker light-A flashing light giving more than The airship's yaw lines are coupled to these
20 flashes per minute. lines. The snatch blocks are fixed to anchor-

boundary light-Any one of the lights designed to ages selected so that the joined lines tend to
indicate the limits of the landing area of an air- keep the bow of the airship into the wind and
port or landing field. prevent its overriding the mast. These lines

ceilig light-Same as CEILING PROJECTOR. are sometimes called "mast yaw guys" or
course light-A light projected along the course "mast bow-steadying lines." (The main moor-

of an airway so as to be visible chiefly from ing line and the yaw guys, when taut, establish
points on or near the airway. a fixed point in space.)

fixed light-A light which is constant in lumi- mooring line-A line attached near the bow of an
nous intensity with respect to both time and aircraft for securing it to the ground, buoy,
direction. anchor, or to a mooring mast.

flashing light-A light which is intermittent as sandbag line-A rope extending along the line of
viewed from a single direction. suspension ropes or bridles of a kite balloon to

identification light-A group of lights, clear and which are hooked the sandbags used in mooring
colored, carried on the rear part of an airplane the balloon. The purpose is to prevent wear on
for identification at night. the balloon The pre t

landing-direction light-A light designed to indi- the suspension corda 'e.
cate, either by itself or in conjunction with shroud line-The suspension cords of a parachute
other lights, the direction in which landings which attach the harness to the canopy.
are to be made. suspension line-A line attached to the hull or

landing light-A light carried by an aircraft to envelope of an airship for supporting an ap-
illuminate the ground while landing. pendage, such as a car or fin.

navigation light-Same as POSITION LIGHT. yaw line-A line dropped from the bow of an air-
obstruction light-A red light designed to indicate ship, when mooring to the mast, to be coupled

the position and height of an object hazardous to the mast yaw line and act as a steadying
to the operation of aircraft. line to prevent yawing and overriding the mast.
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load: longitudinal:
basic load (stres analysis)-The load on a struc- intermediate longitudinal-A light longitudinal

tural member or part in any condition of static girder between main longitudinails of a rigid
equilibrium of an airplane. When a specific airship, primarily intended for support of the
basic load is meant, the particular condition of outer cover.
equilibrium must be indicated in the context. main longitudinal -A main longitudinal strength

design load (stress analysis)--A specified load member of a rigid airship, which connects the
below which a structural member or part should various transverse frames. (See fig. 6.)
not fail. It is the probable maximum applied loop -A maneuver executed in such a manner that the
load multiplied by the factor of safety. Also, in airplane follows a closed curve approximately in a
many cases, an appropriate basic load multi- vertical plane.
plied by a design load factor. inverted normal loop-A loop starting from in-

full load-Weight empty plus useful load; also verted flight and passing successively through
called gross weight. a dive, normal flight, climb,- and back to in-

normal load (stress analysis)-The load on that verted flight.
part of a wing assumed to be unaffected by tip inverted outside loop-An outside loop starting
losses or similar corrections. In any given from inverted flight and passing successively
case, it may be a basic, design, gross, net, or through a climb, normal flight, dive, and back
ultimate load, depending on the context. to inverted flight.

pay load-That part of the useful load from which normal loop-A loop starting from normal flight
revenue is derived, viz, passengers and freight. and passing successively through a climb, in-

ultimate load (stress analysis)-The load that verted flight, dive, and back to normal flight.
causes destructive failure in a member during a (Se fig. 8.)
strength test, or the load that, according to outside loop -A loop starting from normal flight
computations, should cause destructive failure and passing successively through a dive, in-
in the member. verted flight, climb, and back to normal flight,

useful load-The crew and passengers, oil and the pilot being on the outside of the flight path.
fuel, ballast other than emergency, ordnance, loop, ground -See GROUND LOOP.
and portable equipment. loop, radio-A specified number of turns of wire located

load factor (stress analysis)-The ratio of two loads in the wings or wound around the fuselage of an
(the second being a basic load) that have the same airplane. Small portable loops on a rectangular
relative distribution. The first load may be the frame are also used.
load applied during some special maneuver, the max- loop, safety- -A loop formed in a rip cord of an aero-
imum probable load on the airplane or part, the stat and attached to a securing patch by a breakable
design load, or the ultimate load. Whenever a load cord or a spring clip.
factor is mentioned, the context should indicate loop, sandbag --A system of cordage loops on the en-
clearly what load is being compared with the basic velope of a balloon for suspending sandbags.
load. If the context does not so indicate, the load magneto, booster-An auxiliary magneto used for
factor is usually the ratio of the design load to the starting.
weight of the airplane. maneuver-(a) To operate an aircraft in a skillful

loading: manner, so as to cause it to perform evolutions out
power loading-The gross weight of an airplane of the ordinary. (b) To perform tactical or acro-

divided by the rated horsepower of the engine batic evolutions with aircraft.
computed for air of standard density, unless maneuverability-That quality in an aircraft which
otherwise stated. determines the rate at which its attitude and direc-

span loading-The ratio of the weight of an air- tion of flight can be changed.
plane to is equivalent monoplane span. maneuvering valve-See VALVE, MANEUVERING.

unsymmetrical loading (stress analysis) -A de- manhole, appendix -- A short appendix of large diam-
sign loading condition for the wings and con- eter used for access to the interior of the envelope
necting members, representing the conditions of an aerostat.
as in a roll. manometer pressure (aerostat)-Sce PREssuRE, MA-

wing loading-The gross weight of an airplane NOMETER.
divided by the wing area. margin of safety (stress analysis) -The difference be-

longeron-A principal longitudinal member of the tween the ultimate load and any applied load.
framing of an airplane fuselage or nacelle, usually marker, boundary-A painted cone, solid circle, disk,
continuous across a number of points of support. or other device 'used to mark the boundary of the
(See fig. 5.) available landing area on an airport or landing field.
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marker, circle-A circular band muarking the approxi- not-continued.
mate center of the landing area or the intersection of cells in transmitting the gas force to a wire net-
the principal landing strips on an airport or landing ting of coarser Inesh and to the longitudinals,
field, both being fitted between the longitudinals.

mast, mooring-See MoORING MAST. It may be compared to the net of a free balloon.
mast, radiO-See RADIO MAST. Sometimes called "gas-cell netting" or "cord
mean line (of an airfoil proflle)-An intermediate netting." (See fig. 6.)

line between the upper and lower contours of the inflation net-A rectangular net of cordage, used
profile. (See fig. 2.) to restrain the envelope of a kite balloon or

mechanical pilot-See AUTOMA' IC PILOT. nonrigid airship during inflation. Also applied
meteorograph-A recording instrument for obtaining to a free-balloon net designed to be removed

meteorological inforinat ion above the earth's surface, after inflation.
It contains elements to record temperature, pres- net weight-See WEIGHT, NET.

sure, and humidity. (Also called sterograph.) nonrigid airship-See AIRSHIP, NONRIGID.

mixture control, altitude- A device on the carburetor nose-down--To depress the nose of an airplane in flight.
for regulating the %eight proportions of air and fuel noseheavy-The condition of an airplane in which the

msupplied to the engine at different altitudes, nose tends to sink when the longitudinal control is
moment, trimming See TRIMMING MIOMENT. released in any given attitude of normal flight (cf.
monocoque fuselage - See FUSELAGE, %1ONOCOQUE. tailheavy).

onoplane-An airplane with but one itain supporting nose-over-A colloquial expression referring to the
surface, sometimes divided into two parts by the accidental turning over of an airplane on its nose
fuselage. when landing.

high-wing monoplane--A monoplane in which the nose-up-To elevate the nose of an airplane in flight.
wing is located at, or near, the top of the fuselage. Number, Reynolds-See REYNOLDS NUMBER.

low-wing monoplane -A monoplane in which the obstruction light-See LIGHT, OBSTRUCTION.

wing is located at, or near, the bottom of the octant-A variation of the aircraft sextant which mess-
fuselage. ures angles up to 900. Its artificial horizon is

midwing monoplane-A monoplane in which the usually the bubble type.
wing is located approximately midway between oleo gear-A type of oil-damping device that depends
the top and bottom of the fuselage, on the flow of oil through an orifice for its shock-

parasol monoplane-A monoplane in which the absorbing effect in a landing gear.
wing is above the fuselage. ornithopter-A form of aircraft heavier than air, de-

monoplane, equivalent-See EQUIVALENT MONOPLANE. riving its chief support and propelling force from
mooring band-See BAND, MOORING. flapping wings.
mooring cone-See CONE, MOORING. oscillation:
mooring-cone outrigger-See OUTRIGGER, MOORING- phugoid oscillation-A long-period oscillation

CONE. characteristic of the disturbed longitudinal mo-
mooring drag-Same as TAIL DRAG. tion of an aircraft.
mooring harness-A system of webbing bands, fitted stable oscilltion-An oscillation whose amplitude

over the top of a balloon, to which the mooring ropes does not increase.
are attached; usually found only on kite or observa- unstable oscillation-An oscillation whose ampli-
tion balloons.

mooring mast-A mast or tower at the top of which tudeinhreas continuous y until an attitude is
there is a fitting to which the bow of an airship may reached from which there is no tendency to ro-
beturn toward the original attitude, the motion

multiplane-An airplane with two or more main sup- becoming a steady divergence.

porting surfaces placed one above another. outrigger, mooring-cone-The member, usually tubu-

nacelle-An enclosed shelter for personnel or for a lar, which supports the mooring cone at the bow of
power plant. A nacelle is usually shorter than a an airship; sometimes referred to as the "mooring

fuselage, and does not carry the tail unit. spindle." (See fig. 6.)
navigation light-See LIGHT, NAVIGATION. over-all length-The distance from the extreme front

not: to the extreme rear of an aircraft, including the

free-balloon net-A rigging made of ropes and propeller and the tail unit.

twine shaped to fit the upper surface of the overhang-(l) One half the difference in span of any
envelope, which supports the weight of the two main supporting surfaces of an airplane. The

basket, ete., and distributes the load over the overhang is positive when the upper of the two

entire upper surface of the envelope, main supporting surfaces has the larger span. (See
ga -cell net (rigid a.irhip)-A small-mesh netting fig. 5.) (2) The distance from the outer strut at-

of cord, intended to amist the fabric of the gas tachment to the tip of a wing.
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overshoot-To fly beyond a designated maik or area, pilot-One who operates the controls of an aircraft in
such as a landing field, while attempting to land on flight.
the mark or within the area. pilot, automatic-See AUTOMATIC PILOT.

pancake landing-See LANDING, PANCAKE. pilot balloon-See BALLOON, PILOT.

panel (aerostat)- (1) The unit piece of fabric of which pilot parachute-See PARACHUTE, PILOT.

the envelope or outer cover of an aerostat is made. pilot plane-An auxiliary airfoil pivoted near the
(2) In rigid airships, the area bounded by two con- leading edge of a main airfoil and free to take up a
secutive longitudinals and two consecutive trans- position in 1ine with the wind.
verses, pitch-An angular displacement about an axis parallel

panel (airplane)-A portion of an airplane wing con- to the lateral axis of an aircraft.
structed separately from the rest of the wing to pitch, angle of-See ANGLE OF PITCH.

which it is attached. pitching-Angular motion about the lateral axis(fig. 12).

panel, rip-A strip of fabric, inserted or fitted in the pitch (or pitching) indicator--An instrument forindicating the existence and approximate magnitudeupper part of the envelope of a balloon or semirigid of the angular velocity about the lateral axis of an

or nonrigid airship, which is torn or ripped open when aircraft.

immediate deflation is desired. (See fig. 3.) pitch f t.

parachute-An umbrella-like device used to retard pitch of a propeller:

the descent of a falling body by offering resistance along its flight path for one revolution of the

to its motion through the air. alo pelr.

pilo paachue-A smal auiliry pracutepropeller.pit parahute-A small auxiliary parachute geometrical pitch-The distance an element of aattached to the apex of the main parachute, propeller would advance in one revolution if it
designed to pull the latter out of its pack when were moving along a helix having an angle equal
the rip cord is pulled. to its blade angle.

parachute flare-See FLARE, PARACHUTE. zero-thrust pitch-The distance it propeller would
parachute harness-A combination of straps, buckles, have to advance in one revolution to give no

and fastenings used to attach a parachute to the thrust. Also called "experimcntal ean pitch."
wearer. pitch ratio (propeller) -The ratio of the pitch to the

parachute pack-A parachute and its container, diameter.
parachute rigger-A person who packs, repairs, and pitot.static tube-A parallel or coaxial combination of

inspects parachutes. a pilot and a static tube. The difference between
parasite drag-See DRAG, PARASITE. the impact pressure and the static pre'sure is a fune-
parasol monoplane-See MONOPLANE, PARASOL. tion of the velocity of flow past the tube.
patch-A strengthened or reinforced flap of fabric of pitot tube-A cylindrical tube with an open end pointed

special shape and construction cemented to the upstream, used in measuring impact pressure.
envelope or gas cell of an acrostat. It usually pitot-venturi tube-A combination of a pitot and a
forms an anchorage by which some portion of the venturi tube.
structure may be attached to the envelope, or by plane (or hydroplan)-To move through the water
which the positioning lines controlling the gas cell at such a speed that the support derived is due to
may be attached to the cell. hydrodynamic and aerodynamic rather than to

channel patch-A channel-shaped fabric fitting hydrostatic forces.
secured to the envelope of an aerostat to allow a plan form, developed-The plan of an airfoil as drawn
rod or spar to be laced to the envelope, with the chord lines at each section rotated about

finger patch-A special form of patch having the airfoil axis into a plane parallel to the plane of
"fingers" extending from the central portion to projection and with the airfoil axis rotated or devel-
distribute the load more widely to the fabric of oped and projected into the plane of projection.
an envelope or gas cell. plan form, projected-The contour as viewed from

suspension patch-A patch, secured to the envel- above.
ope or to a gas cell of an aerostat, to which a platform, observation-A small deck fitted on the top
suspension line may be attached. of an airship for a lookout and defense or for mak-

path, flight-See FLIGHT PATH. ing observations used in navigating the airship.
pay load-See LOAD, PAY. plowing-Taxying a seaplane at low speed before rising
pendant, sighting-A vertical wire on the center line on the step.

and forward of the control car of an airship, used as pontoon - Obsolete as applied to aircraft. (See
a guide in steering and to assist in determining the FLOAT.)
direction of the wind. porpoiaing-An undulatory movement of a seaplane

permeability-The measure of the rate of diffusion of a consisting of a combination of a vertical oscillation
gas per unit area of any material used in the con- and an oscillation about its transverse axis, which
struction of a gas container, occurs at certain stages of planing.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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p0u11n1 Ughi-See IUGHT, POSITION. propeller are&-SOe AREA, PROPELLER. i
power looaling-See LOADING, POWER. propeller-blade area -- Oe AREA, PROPXLLER-BLADE.

pressure, altitud0-Seo ALTITUDE, PRESSURE. propeller-disk area-Se AREA, PROPLLER-DISK.
lmeui, dynAWiO-See DYNAMIC PRESSURE. propeller efficiency-The ratio of the thrust power to
pressure, Ithe input power of a propeller.

propeller radius -.- ,e TIP l(AI)US.
pressure, manometer (aerostat)-The excess pressure propeller rake -The iean angle which the line join-

inside the envelope of an aerostat over the atmo - ing tho centroids of the hiections of a propeller blade
pheric pressure at a standard reference point. The makes with a plane perpendicular to the axis.
point of reference for the excess pressure is usually propeller root-That part of the propeller blade near
the bottom of the envelope or gas cell on airships the hub. (See fig. 5.)
and the level of the basket on kite balloons. propeller thrust- -The component of the total air force

pressure flap-A flap valve fitted in the outer cover on the propeller which ic parallel to tie direction
or envelope of a rigid airship and arranged to per- of advance.
mit the rapid flow of air in and out-particularly propeller thrust, effective -The net driving force de-
inward. The purpose is to facilitate the rapid equal- veloped by a propeller when mounted on an aircraft,
ization of the pressure of the air in the envelope i.e., the actual thrust exerted by the propeller, as
with that of the surrounding air. mounted on an airplane, minus any increase in the

pressure hight-Se HEIGHT, PRESSURE. resistance of the airplane due to tie action of the
primary structure (stress analyis)-The main frame- propeller.

work, including fittings and attachments. Any propeller thrust, static -The thrust developed by a
structural member, the failure of which would ser- propeller when rotating without translation.
ously impair the safety of the airplane, is a part propeller tipping -A protective covering of the blade
of the primary structure. of a propeller near the tip. (Se fig. 5.)

proie drag-See DRAG, PROFILE. propulsive efficieny-'The ratio (of the product of the
profile thickness-The maximum distance between effective thrust and flight speed to the actual power

the upper and lower contours of an airfoil, measured input into the propeller as mounted on the airplane.
perpendicularly to the mean line of the profile. pull-out-The maneuver of transition from a dive to
(See fig. 2.) horizontal flight.

projected propeller-blade ara--See AREA, PROJECTED pull-up-A maneuver, in the vertical plane, in which
PUP , LLER-SLADE. the airplane is forced into a short climb, usually from

prlajoctor-A device for projecting a beam of light, as approximately level flight. (cf. zoom).
a searchlight projector. sudden pull-up (or sudden pull-out) (stress

projector. bearing-See BEARING PRoJECToR. analysis)-A loading condition for the tail sur-
projector, eeOllagt SO CEILING PROJECTOR. faces resulting from a sudden application of
projector, traft-centrol--ee TRAFIC-CONTROL PRO- up-elevator (cf. dire).

ZCrroa, purity (of ga)-The ratio of the partial pressure of
propeller-Any device for propelling a craft through the aerostatic gas in the container to the total

a fluid, such as water or air; especially a device pressure of all the contained gases.
having blades which, when mounted on a power- push-down-The opposite of pull-up. 4
driven shaft, produce a thrust by their action on pusher airplane-See AIRPLANE, PUSHER.
the fluid. pusher propeller-See PROPELLER, PUSHER.

adjustable propeller-A propeller whose blades radial engine-See ENOINE, RADIAL.

are so attached to the hub that the pitch may radio-directive devices:
be changed while the propeller is at rest. landing beam-A beam projected from the field

automatic propeller-A propeller whose blades are to indicate to the pilot his height above the 4
attached to a mechanism that automatically sets ground and tile position of the airplane on the
them at their optimum pitch for various flight proper path for a glide landing.
conditions. radio-marker beacon-A radio transmitter of low

controllable propeller--A propeller whose blades power emitting a characteristic aural signal to
are so mounted that the pitch may be changed indicate course positions with respect to a land-
while the propeller is rotating. ing field or an sirway. 4

geared propeller-A propeller driven through radio-range beacon-A radio transmitter supply-
gearing, generally at some speed other than the ing directive radio waves that provide a means
engine speed. of keeping an aircraft on its proper course.

pusher propeller-A propeller mounted on the runway localizing beacon-A small radio-range
rear end of the engine or propeller shaft. beacon giving accurate lateral direction along

tracter propeller-A propeller mounted on the the runway of an airport or landing field and a 4
forward end of the engine or propeller shaft. few miles beyond.

Ln0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0unnl
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radio hop-Se wOOP, RADIO. rig:
radio mast--A mast attached to an aircraft which (aerostat)- -To attach and imdjulit the car, rudders,

owesm s part of the radio-anten structure. valves, controls, etc., of an airship, i.e., to erect.
ril., docking--A rail or guide, installed on the landing (airplan)-To assemnble, adjust, and idine the

field and extending into the shed, which affords a parts of an airplane.
means for resisting the lateral pull of an airship's rigger - One who rigs ai rcra ft.
docking or handling lineo. . rightin or restoring moment -A moment that tendsi

rake,.rpelr See PaOert.MU RAKr. toD retore an aircraft t4o its previous attitude after

ran--The combination of tubes and springs Diounted rigy ani irship- a de iRspiRwiI.
in gimbals at the top of a inotiring nimmmt to raise tie@ rigd connrion:- A~uRGD
shock when the moor in tamadtrn.cnetain

rammng-he l~em't letmind aien lm~ ai inake airship concentration ring A% ring to which le'v-
rammng-he ffet obaind %en ie(-airintkeerul rivistil: lities, art- lRA fr'ms the envelope and

to the engine L-4 placed in the -lipstreasom in MuCh 8 romi 14 lmtmh onie 4r mrmec lineie alieee lead to the car.
manner an to taike advanmtamge of the elrerence ifl free-balloon concentration rng--.% ring to which
velocity of thistiur intake fiund the slipstream, ini art' sittitse'heel the rolts's saPutiending the basket
order to incre'ase time lmre"oirt- in time- induction Refill 1ee % hill the nle illsalis Meceredi senmetimnea
system. C'alled "head rig."

range. maalinum - Tme mximum distance a given ring. exhaust-collector -Swe' :xmwAms-couznt-m'oa nitio.
aircraft can cler tinder given ronditions, by flying ring cowling -A ring-shaped comwling placed around a
at the economical speed aind altitude at all stagesi of radial airi'etlc'd enagine toe reduce itsi drag and
thme flight. i Impromve coolitng.

range at umaximumn speed--The maximum distance a rip cord (1 Thme reepe remniing from the rile panel to
given aircraft can fly ait full speed at the aItmd o fhuv 'ar for basket, thme pueling of which tearsm off or
maximum speed under given conditions, riles he itied anid vaint-ir inimeetiato deflation of a

rated horsepower of an enigin-,Sve noaxowmin or heslleemim for a noenrigidl airship. (See, fig. T:) (2)
AN SNOINS, RATED. TC1' cord, toegether a mtlm time handle and fastening

rate-of-clilmb indicator-An instrument that indicates pins, whichm. %hmen pumlledc, releasies a paa*hte from
the rate of sameent or descent of an aircraft. i I 'rOit [ai ne't.

reoverfy, water-See WATERm RLCOVERY. roach A heavy jet or vertical sheet of water thrown
refeesets aes-TheareaRuld intheeqution dein- almoe- the water -surface behind a seasplane float.

ing the coefficient of the air force acting upon a r-at manute t nlminl xsi admplthe rltion

body or thme coefficients; of the comaponents of time sottelniuia xsimdtehrzna
air force. This area is logically or conveniently direre'icmn -f flight being approximately maintained.

cholen n dffernt annrs fr dffeent ype of aileron roll - A roll fin which the motion is largely
chodisn indmeetmnesfr ifrn ftainctained by f'crre% arisimg frown the displace-

regulato, fuel bypass-- A device placed in time fuel line nie'nt 'of time aileron (fig. M4).
outside roll A r1oll executed ilmile flying in theof a supercharged engine for regulating the fuel negative angle-oif-attack range

1) r timre in the carburetor float chamiber so that It snap roll .% nell e'xecuted imy a cluirk iovement
will be a fixed amount above the carburetor air ill thie contremls, fit which time motion Is largely

pre-wureI j mainitainmeed by autemraitatitonal cimimptes of% the
relative eScleacy of biplane wis (stress; analyss)- Wig (fig. 81.

The ratio of the normal load per square foot on the roll AIN aingular d'le',mitabout an axis parallel
mipper wing to that on the lower. It, tme- lsingiillial sxi- 4f an aircraft.

relaUtiv Wind- -See WIVD, RELATIVS. rolling Armngular miotion about the longitudinal aixis
reavrseumt--A nmaneuver consisting of af half rol (hlill)

and a half loop in the order nanieel. rotrple '4 PROCI.t.IF. ROORT.
resistanc deMvatiues-SQe DERIVATIV~a, HLSISTANCE. floots-type aiuperchager S4ee SUI'~ltCANG1,11n. HIf nom
re~trtble lading gea See L.ANDING GRANR RrAC'r- TY IR.

ABLEm. rotor The ceeweplete rotating portion of a rotary wing
"eyOlds Number-% A ntninsenitional roefficient uedi slynteni 4
as a measure of the dynanmic secale of a flow. Itsi Vtoe plane.% fisi f arcraft whoose support in the

usilfr nte rcin01.inwihpste e. air its elmiell derived from the vertical cromponent
usalfrmiste rctemmp i hihp te'l' of the for,,': lmcluved Is'v rotating airfoilia.

Pity oif the fluid. V'is thme veloc'ity oef the flend, I ks a rudder A lmutgitt or nmov able awitiliarv airfoil on an
linear dimension of a fioedl* in the fliid, and Re isi the aircraft, thme function (of which Nil, to impres a yawing
coffffivient of Visrcm~i if time fluid ici, mme-w, Pile'd) moment oin the aircraft. (Sefigs.3,4.6, and 6.)

rib. wing- See *I%(; Rim.
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rudder angle.-Se ANOLB. RUDDER. sddg-Sliding uidewise away from the center of
rudder bar-The loot bar by meanst of which the con- curvature when turning 1le ii caused by banking

trill cables leading to the rudder arm opserated. insufficiently, and it$ the oppofits oif ouiidlppcieg0
(See fig. 5.) Wal skda-A longitudinal vertical usurface, tisutally

rudder pedals-The foot pedas by mealls of which the placed above the upper winag too imsrease ltme lateral
controls leading to the rudder are operated, stability.

runway-An artificial landing strp permitting the akin friction -The tan.-etial asmtnpoinent tof list- flids F)

landing £041 take-ff of airplane.. under all weather force at a point ion a wairfare.
conditions., sky writing -Trhe istt -of eumitting frton aim sturraft a

safety, factor of-SP. FACTOR OF IlAVL1-y. trail of lonuuke oar father vi,4ible -sisotance, lisp flighot
sailplane-A performance- type glider, of lte aircraft being -s olirt-4io',I Aa Its cam- tile
scale effect -The change in any force coefficient, such trail its a,siso the* Afia of to ir itsa so~sl.

ast the driag coefficient, due tot a change in the value slat A movable auxaliarxi saifasil. attllcs1.ul ft tihe
of Reynolds Number. leading edge of a a ing. a ici-I %lien rloswed (sills

sehool,ground-A school in which infitruction is given within lte toriginal crsnusr oaf lt-e miniia ug nesI
to a student undergoing Night training. which wheat sipetmesi forms. a 41 -ire fig, 1.)

s2oop. air-See AIR SCOOP., sleave:
seaplane--An airplane teeigncdl to rise fromit and alight deflation slve (1) A~ -.lei sr agpsndi% inade

oil the water. offI fabric 11"%isis. for ille -IN-vual pu11"o of
semirigid alrakp-SWIP AiRSltIP. armittott. facilitating t11,- 414-166a11 iso f film firo*t14t
separation-The phenomenon in whmch the flow past Tier 4#e-%f- fir appointhi% fitted fin tife lower Isimeo

a body placedi in a moving -tramn of fluid -eparat. off a kie bloelmn all]id maro'l to pe-rmit lte raid
from the surface of thle biody. etcape if lihe nir fimt lhloe. Alhen Imse liallmoci

separation point-The point at which the separation is hailed dlown
of the boundary layer begints- inflation sleeve A tubular faion. atta'hlimt tic

service ceiig-*-te CLILIXG. s.fit.C:. an envelope sir gas bag. ser~ing ast a lash for
sevo control-Seic co-4sruot. sao. I the inflatioun tuble. (1-4v fiir. 3 and 41
saquiplane-A form of biplane in which thle area tof( towing sleeve -A tubular fabric envelope towedl

tine( wing is less than hoalf tie areaosf the eiter by an aircraft ani nuseu a's it targe.
shaft: slip The diferenre loetacen tilt- gemunetrival patchm

climbing shaft-A shaft, fitted with a ladder. and thse filfectie patch of a iprolwlf-er ,.;ife mIani be
which leads from the bottom to the top of an exioressead as a perrs'ntaae of tie mean grottueiral
airship hull to provide acef to the tipper pitch, or a.' a linear cmnmen..ion.
portion. (See fig. 4.) slip function -The rati 4u o the 'peed of advance

gulf shaft-A pamageway between the gas cells tlliurnigflip the mimlhirtarel mir ics thse prodIu't of thle
of an airship to permit the escape of gas which propeller linimmeter andl time ntiur of revolutions
half been discharged from the calls. per unit timne. mc., V II)

shed. airshlp-Se. Doc& slipstream -Tile current of( air uinven acitern by a
shipboard plane--A landpiane designed to rise from prospehier.

and alight on the deck of a ship. slot -The nozle-,mbpedt pa--age thrugh a wing who-
side direction (stressl anslysis) -The direction perpen- primuary object is to iiinve tile flow conditio.' at

dicuilar to the plane of symmetry. high angles suf attack. It it ui-sialiv near thep balint
side force or component (stress analysis) -A force. edge and fourmed hr a meain anid an sui~iliarv aurfsml.

or component, perpendicular to the plane of or .Ii (Swe fig I') ((f dali

symmetry. slotted aileron -Ss'e Ati.iiRON, -Ltort 1,
adelippig-Stotion of an aircraft relative to the air, soar To it 11 ithout enigine, p..ar aend without lip%-

in. which the lateral ais is inclined andi the air- of altitude. s*- does a glider in at-ending air cuirent,
plane has a velocity component along the lateral Isolidity Time ratus.t ofat- total lulauls area i.f a rout
ais. When it occurs in connction with a tirn, to thle aria fof lte .ik -a-elsi lot tie Motbei
it is the opposite of takidd g. (See fig. 11.) sounding balloon See iit.t..iu.. mooi 'tuc~v.

sigal fare-See M~ARK, SUOMAL. stpa -The maaimmnt sli~taue. ,ira-surr parallel to
sinking speeld-Tb. vertical downward component of the lateral amfrvmmn tilt it, tli, *f an airfoil, (of an

velocity that an aircraft would have while desacend- airplane vi ismc ttfrlt-lisP of ailervuti-. o.r of a 'taiuifirer
ing in still air under given conditions of equilibrium. inclusice of Ple% atsr (See ig, ',

sId, tall -See TAIL sawD. elective span -The trite -pan of a weig 1---
skid, wing-See11 WIis@ samI. corections for tip loss
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apem leading--se. WADNGw. stuax. propeller hub and revolvess with the propeller (See
spar. Wing- -Sie WING SpAn. fig 5 )
apeed: spiral -A mnu er in which an airplanie dieraends in

air Speed-Aeo Ain sPRUz. a helix or 'mnail pitch and large radius&. teingle of4
p-away speed-The air speed at which a we- attack being wit"i the ormal rang of Right angls

plane I ,eR msa entirely sir-borme. (fig. ) (cf. vpin),
gound speed --The horiastAl womponent of the spit 8 A maneuver Conuisting of a half seep roll fol-

velocity of an ahuraft relative to the ground lowed by a pull-out to mantual Right. thus obtaining
hump speed--The speed of a seaplane during a I M" chanmp in direction aromntpenied by a loss of

tabo-off at which the float resitance reacesm a altitude (fig. 9).4
maximum, speiler A smasll plate arranged to projert above the

laadlage pe"d The misunumsspeed of an airplane upper surfar.s of a wing to dieturb the vsmoth aor
at the istanst of contact with the landing am Row, with f nss entm loss of ift and mesw of dreg.
in a normal laniding (SVlist. 1.) 04f. imbl'"16110)

inlaitati tying speed The lowest steady speed squat A downward. or negaives. displaromemit of ther
that ran he maintained. with any throttle r enter of gravity of a seaplanse while running an the4
ariting whataaever. by an airplane, in level water.
Right at an altitude above the grun Smeaer spray stip A vitrip projecting from the, hull of. awe-
than the span of the wip. plane. to chang the manner In Which the "Yra 0

Iiperatkag speed The speed in level light car. thrwn.
responding to 1075 percent of the rated speed apeasea A proluberance from a seplaew hulldesignrd
of the engine. lt, useram the beams or give lateral stability at real.4

ph speed The product of the eaen p omern- stalifty That propety of a body Which cauviv it,
cal pitch and the number of revolutions of she when its equilibrium is divieti. to devrlop ferris
propeller in unit timei or mosmento teading to restores the original condition

rated sughe speed The rotative speed of an antemule @ablt tieahlify delsdent upon
enin at Which its reliability han been detie.- movablee ri ao rfen. antomatualy operated
m ie for cosiveu- performance by mecrhanicalmen 4

sialcag speed S" ee OX amuatw sA"m deaesl Stabo"t 64aily Ulwth rIerV c to
dip speed (supeeaqwe) The isaperrharge, disturbans abiout the vvinual sito of an air.

speed nvereesry to masintain a given prmr, craft. I P. dvitsufetcws Which tend in Caser

ther no air delivery. daueslabiltsy Thai propty of anm airraft

Nafllg speed -The apeed of an airplane in vseady which canis it. Ohe It* Otate of steady flight4
ltot at its maximum rwIes of lift i% distarhed. to damp the ocillstios met up by

fall-elf speed The aor ispeed at which an air. the rmotoringe fares A momnt. I- d gradually
plane bINNs entirely ai-borne return to Ats original staide

own""l speed -940 vucm, v"muXAL iaherent stability Stabdit of an airraft. due
spin- A maeuver in which an airplane demod aong wilely to thve disprsiin end anaewmi nf via

a helical path of lamp pitch ad smma radius while fixed parse. a V. that properl y which ca-auu it,4
lying a& a meanm ange of attack rate than thve when disturbed. to return to its normal ettitude
angle of atta&k at maximum lift (cf, tpid)- of light without the owe of thve rionicel., or the

get spen-A spi i which the logtudinal axe iftwo Paimi of any merhanicral device.-
in le then 4V from the I c I -staW. bae"ral t Stability with referec to dip-

kneed apis--A maneuviver, havig the characte. turham about the, longitudinal axis. ite. divi
istim of a nornmal "sp et that the airplane urbasim involving rolling or sideslippog The
is in an nvead attitude, term lateral stablty im N eei"Me used to is.

ntral s*- A sp im whihi continued by teasns clud. both dirional ad lateral stability. same
of the voletary positios of the cosaderfarm thene camnot he entiely sesparated a light.
retes.r f tom whic -e be affused witin two lengledbal at Stabilty with refernc to
tersi by mntainiing or evnng at the con- diburhnnon in thve plane of symmetry. if.,
tUk somegimes caw ed "r olle spin" diailescm involving pitchiing and variation4
ftg 5). of doe lostudmal Ond normal welemities-
naelI spms-A spin i h the es h' state saty-Tat property of an cafSt

are of littl Or noP ON in dec1tiog a imvey.wic Causes it, When its state of stMAY lmgt
sphoer-A feirbg of appruulmatay eeoica or pars. i i disturbed, to develop forme aNd moets

bedal shape, w isi Sted easely With the tending to 'istair its onal cooditi".
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Stabilier kairplanei Anyv airhods ahese pnmtary fNtw- stramUn. Tme pathi f a particle' of a fluid, sup.
tauto i,* too interow the. -1.aletv ..f n aircraft It liedly cuntinuoupi, comamonly taken relative to a
"tUsollv refrs its 1hr111 lims h.russal0 tail aurface tof Mlid sosdy pa.t which the fluid is moving; generally4
ent aarvlanr, ax dtettiut-isl frim tile fi~td vertical neil onily' uf such flows aoe are not eddying.
-urfarr 614W tic 1 P stem~line BlOW -See VL4JW, SIUZAMLINE.

stabaterI aekreets Soilow a% rl% streeamlin form Tme fonii of a body so shaped that F
stababser. Stub-"~n A pri-jrvtas irouti the vide %-I lte flow aboutl it tend% to be a streamline flow.

1114 4eritral siaII 4 a llIt'%ng Wool samendiel to incea.. streseas. breathing Striesites produced in an aerotetat
Il he '. aoo-s and. -talilt) 40f a tl% mg Ittat U hile tile In. breathing. They are of importance in the enve-
N-at k" at r.-t anti top mn-reaW aloe hydruelytiaansc lift lpew alid keel of a sisirigid airship, du. to ft(e
.Ilng th. taks.-ott. It t. all integral part uf tle interaction of the Pom'elospc and keel when the
humll, wt a s#sssls tartler siton fesi a ttuitpy airfoil enivelope breathe..
sit a 41"l)' a lite strut A comiprtseelof memiber of a truss framne. (.'-e

fooger A teriem rrfrrnnge to. thelngtaatl 134iisuis fig .'i1
,. -1ohe ale %A-- toa.. a ingi. .4f t airplaiwr staggrer isf oleo strut A %huck-abmorbing telescopic strut iii
son.% &-ie. oiwnarietrI% Ihr lice ite aingle between a hich anf Ame gear is incorpiorated.
is live 1-insiss tive- win&: a%".' and a line perpornolarolar stab plaue Ste hTASIILIZEit, STU-WIN"i.
it, ste ppri wine .-owrti. Noshi line- lvisg in a plane sea coue..i SWe COMPASS, st'r.
parallel o. the plano- if -yiieotry The n4Wagr t. supercharge To, %upply an engine with amore air oir
jaystive alhent the tipp"- wine a- in aiene 4f the niaxture tihan would be inducted nonamially at time
loovorf .-. e fiti 5 prevailing atnmesphernc pressure. The term sumper-4

istal The rtonehitken so( ate sirtmI, .'i airplatiean it ubse-l charged its generrally need to refer to conditions at
it to o-tiratane at an aingle -I attack greater than the altitude. %here the pressure in tile intake manifold
single, of attack .4 soua%1aiiuin lift. to partly or completely restored to that existing

sUaLIWg SPeed11 Sco Oraeku. 9-1,tLU-161 under normal operation at tic& level (cf. boos).
stLadard atmeephere See %TWfM1 Htt~k8.. 9bTADbsmt superschasrger- -A pump for supplying the engine with a
stak coeilig -see 4i'i .IL%01 *I k. greater weright itf air or mixt ure than would normally 4
stalkc pressure The- f..fr pr %nit are e'.ertrl Is%. a he inditeted at lte prevailing atmospheric pressure.

flood o a iserferr at rest relative to-se tl bail centrtfugal-type superchargr A high-speed ro-
stau.tabibity ~. .tr.'~t-tar-y llower equipped with one or more multi-
stanl ub. e % s.henlral evloe with a rliv"se-e il atioh a blade. imnpellerit uhirl, throuigh rentriftigal

neoccAer .4I -inm11 c--nang.ne. nnreal lt the a'%t.. action, comprses the air (or mixture in the indite-
[monted iip-treae. ,,.s'l too tiwa'ute -tatic pfe,sure tion cyet.

slabenS. alishp Mec mmer 1kn* r'. 1 Tic$% pehitive-elriven43ypo supercharger -- A super-4
stop A~ btrk in few (tin oI the Iteeteugie so( a flosat or charger driven at a faxed speed ratio from the

hull. de s*"g. to1 dlinintnee miso~tnroo. so, hewen the engine sft by geams or other positive means.
.- tiem .-tT..,. *nls ts. imprene ritntrvil @eler toter,. rececatiUng-type supercharger -A poteitive-di*-
tudenal attitudeh placement reciprocating pump in which the air

stiradroep A eorai.u 4 an aer'hip in abe-ia if. ir mnixture in cecnipreweedo by a piston working in
logilmial oolst beNd. doownuarof at tlse after relI a cylinder 4

atenbheviy Thec t~odilmo in which, in niormal flight. Rots-type supercharger %t positive-displace-
the aflt ecol of an airship tend.o to %Auk and swh ient rtary blower consinmg of two double-
rvqm~irw rirste-tia by mrean. isf the horonotal rumn- lobed impellee turning in opposite directions on
t tote It may he di.. to ootluer aerodynami cwo parallel shuafts within a bou-ing, the impellers
4satic condstmons. or to both Ae "saAwiry 0 rolling togeher except for a ismall clearance,

sseuvolsgkhbg devise An metwrsanesont ratsi near meanwhile alternately trapping incoming air or4
the tern of( an airsthip for meaturng it-, buoyancy rmixture in the ends of the housing and sweeping
(cf. bose-WqeAing ifireo it through to the out let.

s*"e*e. bow - A rigi nmmler attacrhed to the twow vase-type supercharger A positive-displacement
of a nonrigijd or semirigi enolvelope to reinforce it rotary blower having an eccentrically located
agist the prr.us raorkeeJ hy the motionme of the rotor provided with one or more vanes.
aireship, (Sre 14_m 3 and 4 superehrgu coatrol: bypassiag (Roots) -Regulating4

sifg A light end attached to an etendingt backward the pressure of the air supplied to the carburetor by
from a bondy for convenitowceo mlromintang when disrharging into the free atmojphere the excess
tab ian a wind tunnel. delivered by the supercharger.
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superheat--The amount by which the temperature of take-off distance-The distance in which an airplane
the gas in the envelope or gas cells of an aerostat will finally break contact with the land or water,
exceeds the temperature of the surrounding air. If starting from zero speed. Take-off distance is con-
the gas has a lower temperature, the superheat is said sidered in a calm or at a specified wind velocity.
to be negative, tank, seaplane-An elongated tank filled with water

superpressure-The excess of pressure at the bottom through which models of seaplane floats, boat hulls,
of an airship gas cell or envelope over the outside hydrovanes, etc., are towed, and the forces and
atmospheric pressure. moments on the model are measured.

suspension band-See BAND, SUSPENSION. i tank, service-A fixed fuel tank near each power unit,
suspension bar (or ring)-A bar to which the suspen- into which fuel from other tanks is pumped and from

sion ropes of the balloon basket are secured. It is which the fuel supplying the engine is drawn.
also fitted with ropes and toggles for attachmentto he askt uspnsinsfro th enelpe r nt;taper in plan only-A gradual change (usually a
to the basket suspensions from the envelope or net; decrease) in the chord length along the wing span
also called "trapeze bar." from the root to the tip, with the wing sections

suspension, basket-The stspension by means of which remaining geometrically similar.
the basket of a kite balloon is supported beneath the taper in thickness ratio only-A gradual change in the
balloon body proper. It is independent of the winch thickness ratio along the wing span with the chord
suspension. thin io ontn

suspension, winch-The rigging by means of which the remaining constant.
lift and drag of a kite balloon are transmitted from taxi-To operate an airplane under its own power,
the envelope to the towing or traction cable, either on land or on water, except as necessarily

sweepback-The acute angle between a line perpen- involved in take-off or landing.
dicular to the plane of symmetry and the plan pro- taxiway-A specially prepared area over which air-
jection of a reference line in the wing. (See fig. 5.) planes may taxi to and from the landing area of a

tab-An auxiliary airfoil attached to a control surface landing field.
for the purpose of reducing the control force or tee, wind-See WIND TEE.

trimming the aircraft. terminal velocity-See VELOCITY, TERMINAL.
tachometer-An instrument that measures in revolu- test chamber-See EXPERIMENT CHAMBER.

tions per minute the rate at which the crankshaft thickness ratio-The ratio of the maximum thickness
of an engine turns, of an airfoil section to its chord.

tail, airplane-The rear part of an airplane, usually three-point landing-See LANDING, THREE-POINT.

consisting of a group of stabilizing planes, or fins, thrust, effective propeller-See PROPELLER THRUST,

to which are attached certain controlling surfaces EFFECTIVE.
such as elevators and rudders; also called "em- thrust, propeller-See PROPELLER THRUST.

pennage." thrust, static propeller-See PROPELLER THRUST,

tail area-See AREA, MEASUREMENT OF. STATIC.

tail boom-A spar or outrigger connecting the tail sur- tip radius (or propeller radius)-The distance of the
faces and the main supporting surfaces, outermost point of a propeller blade from the axis of

tail drag-A movable or variable weight suspended rotation.
from the after part of an airship moored to a mast, torque stand-A test stand on which the engine torque
.to aid in restraining the vertical and lateral motions is measured.
of the stern of the airship. towing sleeve--See SLEEVE, TOWING.

tailheavy-The condition of an airplane in which the tractor airplane-See AIRPLANE, TRACTOR.

tail tends to sink when the longitudinal control is traffic-control projector-A projector designed to give
released in any given attitude of normal flight (cf. light signals to an aircraft pilot.
noseheavy). trailing edge-The rearmost edge of an airfoil or of a

tail skid-A skid for supporting the tail of an airplane propeller blade.
on the ground. (See fig. 5.) trail rope--See DRAG ROPE.

tailless airplane-See AIRPLANE, TAILLESS. trajectory band-See BAND, TRAJECTORY.
tail slide-Rearward motion, relative to the air of an transition strip-A section of the landing area adjacent

aircraft in flight, to a runway or other hard-surfaced area, constructed
tail surface-A stabilizing or control surface in the tail of crushed stone, or other suitable material, properly

of an aircraft, bound, to insure the safe landing and taxying of air-
tail wheel-See WHEZL, TAIL. planes across such a runway or area in any direction.
take-off--The act of beginning flight in which an air- transverse:

plane is accelerated from a state of rest to that of intermediate transverse-An open unbraced
normal flight. In a more restricted sense, the final transverse frame of a rigid airship between two
breaking of contact with the land or water. main or braced transverse frames.
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transverse--continued. and propeller operation, if diving an unlimited dis-
main transverse-One of the main tratmvrs, tance in air of specified uniform density. If the

strengthening frames of a rigid airship provid, term is not qualified, a vertical path angle, normal
with wire or girder bracing and spaced at reviihir gross weight, zero thrust, and standard sea-level air
intervals throughout the length of the airshiIp density are assumed.

trim: vent:
(airplane) trim -The attitude with repcl to fuel-tank vent-A small tube used to conduct sur-

wind axes at which balance occurs in rectilinear plus fuel from a fuel tank, overboard clear of
flight with free controls. the airplane, and to equalize pressures.

(airship) trim--The attitude of the lotngitudinal oil-tank vent-A large tube used to conduct oil
axis of an airship with respect to the 1,lizontal. vapors from the engine to the oil tank.

(seaplane) trim-The angle with the hori.tontal parachute vent-A distendable opening in the
surface of the water assumed by 1he float or apex of the canopy of a parachute designed to
hull under given conditions, relieve excess pressure and to stabilize the para-

trimming moment-The moment abomii a referei|.e chute in descent.
point, usually the center of gravity, exeried by the venturi tube (or venturi) -A short tube of varying cross
seaplane hull or float when hold at a fixed trim angle. ',etion. The flow through the venturi causes a
It is considered positive when the bow tend! to, ri~v. pre.sure drop in the smallest section, the amount of

tunnel, water-See WATER TUNNEL. the drop being a function of the velocity of flow.
tunnel, wind--See WIND TUNNEL. visibility-The greatest distance at which conspicuous
turbulent flow--See FLow, TURBULENT. tjhects can be Seen and identified.
turn, Immelman-See IMMELMAN TURN. volume, aerodynamic -Se AERODYNAMIC VOLUME.
turn-and-bank indicator-An instrument combining ini volume, gas (airship)-The volume of the contained

one case a turn indicator and a lateral inclinometer. gas (cf. capacity).
turn indicator-An instrument for indicating the ex- walkway girder-See GIRDER, WALKWAY.

istence and approximate magnitude of angdar velo- warp -To change the form of a wing by twisting it.
ity about the normal axis of an aircraft. Warping was formerly used to perform the function

turnmeter-An instrument that measures the rate of now performed by ailerons. *
turn of an aircraft about any predetermined axis. wash--The disturbance in the air produced by the

ultimate load--See LOAD, ULTIMATE. passage of an airfoil. Also called the "wake" in the
underearriage-See LANDING GEAR. general case for any solid body.
undock-To remove an airship from it-s dmock. washin- -A warp of an airplane wing giving an increase
useful load-See LOAD, USEFUL. of the angle of attack toward the tip.
valve-To release air or supporting gas from an aero- washout -A warp of an airplane wing giving a decrease

stat into the atmosphere. of the angle of attack toward the tip.
valve: water recovery-The process and the equipment used

automatic valve--(l) A spring-loaded relief valve on an airship for condensing and recovering the
fitted to the envelope, ballonet, or gas cell water contained -in the exhaust gases of internal-
of an aerostat and set to open at a predeter- combustioh engines, in order to avoid the valving
mined pressure for the purpose of preventing of gas as the fuel is consumed.
excessive internal pressure. (See figs. 4 and 6.) water tunnel -A device similar to to wind tunnel, but
(2) A type of valve, used on some aerostats, using water as the working fluid.
which opens at a predetermined volume or hull weight:
dimension, dischargeable (or consumable) weight (airship)

maneuvering valvo--A manually operated valve All weight that can be consumed or discharged
fitted to the envelope, ballonet, or gas cell of an and still leave the airship in safe operating con-
aerostat for the purpose of releasing gas or air dition with a specified reserve of fuel, oil, water
from within the envelope or gas cell as desired, ballast, and provisions, and with the normal

valve petticoat-A special sleeve between the valve crew.
and gas container making it possible to tie off the empty weight--The structure, power plant, and
sleeve and change valves without loss of gas. fixed equipment of an aircraft. Included in

valve selW-A fabric cover used to seal the automatic this fixed equipment are the water in the radi-
valves of a rigid airship while it is docked ator and cooling system, all essential instru-

vane-type supercharger-See SUPERCHARGER, VANE- ments and furnishings, fixed electric wiring for
TYPE. lighting, heating, etc. In the case of an aero-

veloity, termial-The hypothetical maximum speed stat, it also includes the amount of ballast that
that an airplane could attain along a specified must be carried to assist in making a safe
straight flight path under given conditions of weight landing.

0
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weiht---continued, wing loading - See LOADING, WING. i
fixed weight (arhip)-The weight of the ma- wing-over--A maneuver in which the airplane is put

chinery and all equipment and parts that are into a climbing turn until nearly stalled, at which
fixed in position and nonconsumable. Liquids in point the nose is allowed to fall while continuing
the cooling systems of the engines are included, the turn, then ret mined to normal flight front the

fixed power plant weight for a given airplane ensuing (live or glide in a direction approximately
weight--The weight of the power plant and its IWO° fron that at the start of the evolution (fig. 8).
accessories, exclusive of fuel and oil and their wing profile TI, outline of a wing section.
tanks, wing rib - A chrd-wise member of the wing struc-

gros weight (airpluae)-The total weight of an ture of an airplane, used to give the wing section
airplane when fully loaded. .f. load, full.) its forin and to transmit the load front the fabric

not weight (stress analysis)-The gross weight, to the spars.
lea some specific partial weight. Very often compression wing rib-A heavy rib designed to
the partial weight is the dead weight of the perform the function of an ordinary wing rib
wings, but it may be the useful load. The par- and also to act as a strut opposing the pull of
tial weight in question should always be clearly (he wires in the internal drag truss.
indicated by the context. former (or false) wing rib -An incomplete rib,

wheel control-See CONTROL COLUMN. frequ(ently consisting only of s strip of wood ex-
wheel, tail--A wheel used to support the tail of an tending fron ti' leading edge to the front spar,

airplane when on the ground. It may be steerable which is ucd to a.ssist in maintaining the form
or nonsteerable, fixed or swiveling, of the wiii;r %%here the curvature of the airfoil

winch suspension--See SUSPENSION, WINCH. section i -lini i, t (See fig. 5.)
wind cone--See CONS, WIND. wing section A ,i-.., tion of a wing parallel to the
wind indicator-A device that indicates the direction plane of , inif l i it to a specified reference plane.

and velocity of the surface wind. wing section. aerodynamic center of -See AEIODY-
wind, relative-The velocity of the air with reference N.N1i, NFi1PM

to a body in it. It is usually determined from wing skid \ 'kil i,l:. i near the wing tip to protect
measurements made at such a distance from the th % r:' ftti contact with the ground.
body that the disturbing effect of the body upon wing spar A lrincial span-wise member of the wing
the air is negligible. .tt,1.1tie. of an airplane. (See fig. 5.)

window, inspection-A small transparent window fitted wing tip The outer end of an airplane wing.
in the envelope of a balloon or airship, or in the wing-tip fiare 'ee hL5it, WING-TIP.
wing or fuselage of an airplane, to allow inspection wing-tip rake -A tern referring to the shape of the
of the interior. (See figs. 3 and 5.) tip oif the wing ben the tip edge is sensibly straight

wind teo--A large T-shaped weather vane located on iii plin ut i, not parallel to the plane of symmetry.
a landing field or on the top of an adjacent struc- TIe anoitn it of rake is measured by the acute angle
ture to indicate the direction of the wind. It may between the straight portion of the wing tip and the
have the form of an airplane and may be illuminated plane of syiinetry. The rake is positive when the
for night landings. Also called "landing tee." trailing edge is longer than the leading edge.

wind tunnel-An apparatus producing an artificial wire (airplane):
wind or air stream, in which objects are placed for antidrag wire A wire intended primarily to resist
investigating the air flow about them and the aero- the force, acting forward in the chord direction.
dynamic forces exerted on them (fig. 7). It is generally enclosed in the wing. (See fig. 5.)

wing-A general term applied to the airfoil, or one of drag wire - A wire intended primarily to resist
the airfoils, designed to develop a major part of the the forces acting backward in the chord direc-
lift of a heavier-than-air craft. tion. It is generally enclosed in the wing. (See

equivalent wing (stress aualyals)-A wing of the fig. 5 1
same span as the actual wing, but with the landing wire A wire or cable which braces the
chord at each section reduced in proportion to wing against tie forces opposite to the normal
the ratio of the average beam load at that sec- directit, of the lift. (See fig. 5.)
tion to the average beam load at the section lift wire A % ire or cable which braces the
taken as the standard. wing, against the lift force; sometimes called

Wing area-SOe AREA, MEASURMEBNT O1r. "flying wir,." (See fig. 5.)
wing asia--See AXIS, WINO. stagger wire A %ire connecting the tipper and
wtngheavy, right or left--The condition of an airplane lower wings of an airplane and lying in a

whose right or left wing tends to sink when the plane substantially parallel to the plane of
lateral control is released in any given attitude of symmetry; also called "incidence wire." (See
normal flight, fig. 5.)
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wire (airship): wire-continued.
antilutter wire-A wire in the plane of the outer radial wire-A wire that extends from an axial

cover for local reinforcement and for reducing fitting at the center of a transverse frame of a
flutter due to variations in air pressure or pro- rigid airship to one of the vertices of the frame.
peller wash. secondary nhoar wire-An additional reinforcing

ehord wire--A wire joining the vertices of a main shear wire.
transverse frame. yaw-An angular displacement about an axis parallel

diametral wire--A chord wire that passes through to the normal axis of an aircraft.
or near the center of a main transverse frame. yawing-Angular motion about the normal axis (fig.
It is usually attached to the axial fitting. 13.)

fairing wire--A wire provided as a point of attach- yaw line- e LINZ, YAW.

ment for the outer cover to maintain the con- yawmeter-An instrument that measures the angle of
tour lines of the envelope of an airship. yaw of an aircraft.

main shear wire--A diagonal wire taking up main sero-lift angle-See ANGLE, ZERO-LIT.
shear loads in the structure of a rigid airship. soom-To climb for a short time at an angle greater

netting wire-Diagonal or circumferential wire than the normal climbing angle, the airplane being
netting fitted between the longitudinals over carried upward at the expense of kinetic energy.
the entire hull of a rigid airship to transmit the
lift of the gas cells to the structure.

0S
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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS

I. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS

Metric English
Symbol

Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-
Unit tion tion

Length _ 1 meter -... in foot (or mile)._ ft. (or mi.)
Time £ second a £ second (or hour)_ sec. (or hr.)
Force _ weight of I kilogrsm kg weight of I pound lb.

Power. I. horsepower (metric) -------- horsepower ---------- hp.
Seed.- V, kilometers per hour. - k.p.h. miles per hour---------mph.

"nmeters per second ... m.p.s. feet per second . . - fp.s.

2. GENERAL SYMBOLS

W, Weight = mg V, Kinematic viscosity
g, Standard acceleration of gravity =9.80605 p, Density (mass per unit volume)

m/s or 32.1740 ft.-'sec.' Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m 4l- at
W 150 C. and 760 nun; or 0.002378 lb.-ft.-' sec.'- Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or

I, Moment of inertia -ink. (Indicate axis of 0.07651 lb./cu. ft.
radius of gyrration k by proper subscript.)

04 Coefficient o viscosity
3, AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS

8, Area i., Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust
&., Area of wing line) S
0, Gap i,, Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust
6, Span line)
C, Chord Q, Resultant moment
p fi, Resultant angular velocity, Aspect ratio V
V, True air speed p -, Reynolds Number, where I is a linear dimension

, Tu a(e.g. for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100
q, Dynamic pressure- -pl' m.p.I. normal pressure at 150 C., the cor-

L responding number is 234,000; or for a model

L, Lift, absolute coefficient C,= q of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding

Dc number is 274,000)
D, Drag, absolute coefficient Cs,- C,, Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance

of c.p. from leading edge to chord length)
Do, Profile drag, absolute coefficient CD=---- a, Angle of attack

D 0, Angle of downwash
D,, Induced drag, absolute coefficient C,,,- i- as, Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio

D 04, Angle of attack, induced
D,, Parasite drag, absolute coefficient Ca,-- 0, Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-

lift position)
C, Cro-wind fore, absolute coefficient Cc= 7, Flight-path angle

, Resultant force

• • • • • • •
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r X

Paiitive directions of am and asgle (force. and moments) ane shown by snvow.

AxsMomnat About ais Angle velocities

Forms
yegato to ais) 8n- Positive Designs- i-(or

Seltto Ol symbol Designtiont SO direction tion 110 n t g l
axis)

Logtdnl X X Rolling_-L V- -- 4 Rol 0 U P
Latea--------V Y Pitching-- M Z --X Pitch * I qNourmal----------Z X Z Yawing~ N X--.-y I Yaw- 411 W

Absolute coefficients of moment Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutra
L M N position), a. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.)

( Ptchng ..(pitching) (yaw-g)

4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS

A) Diameter p
?, Geometric pitch P, Power, absolute coefficient Cr---
pID, Pitch ratio C,, Speed-power coefficient= a P"
V', Inflow velocity
V,, Slipstream velocity to Efficiency

T, Thrust, absolute coefficient TC'. Revolutions per second, r.p.s.

~ ~ ~~~~~1 T0e ~ t etC ~ i j , Effective helixc snge=tan- V -Q, Torque, absolute coeffiient Co= i-!6

L NUMERICAL RELATIONS

1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s=n50 ft-lb./see. 1 lb.=0.4536 kg.
I metric hormsepower=1.0132 hp. 1 kg=2.2046 lb.
I m.p.h.=04470 m.p.s. I mi.= 1,609.35 m-5,280 ft.
1 m.p.s.=-2.2369 m.pJh. I m=3.2808 ft.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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SA nterceptord

W slt,

Spoilerf Leading edge Trailing edge A

/~ ,.

Wing equipped wvith spoiler and ti-isa aileron,
ragoas I.-Wag e0004"d w"t wpe" WMMra detiels. sic. upper comber d. mean line of th. airfoil profile

Wf. lower camber 414. aerodynamic cantor (quarter.
a~e. mean camber chard polnt)
C. Chord length . profile thickneass

FIoUMa 2.-Diunsslsa ofis - chief graft.

A0 air-- piet aint , o a n tfereeQ ihrzotlY etna

8. ir cO~ JcarA. aa anhle . morig lIV
C.~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~- ai--l---dagrp-a--g-.-a aleA' ipcr

0. blaned srfae I. elvatr (alaned)T. hnd ailI', ip ane

A' C

8Z H

A. acor dJtN.cnto cablesa mnhl Z. mooring line
'. air valve K, drag rope stowage A'. gbaevalon plafo, rip card~-
0.atoai a lance u ae Lgs . elevator (balanced) T. outer cv rai a, ripne0.aualsupeson ban elvao finrol (hU.otl h'nu ai g umpe bag rude (blncdE.blncdsraclet manol f N lvertal) tr 0',a radiaorn(udrelvt) 'rderc tos
G.blee T.l s gaslin tan F'. Inflatsion air so"E upninwrs a

H. Haoe balor valv glad Ptnd vetia tra nesphragon widwF' av cnrl
I.~~~IGR S.-ca V.rii hnln lisH'v al e hd

I. bw siffner.W, nfltionsleve ', vntiato

INI
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S" A, aileron A' lift wire

F, :ankgl of landing 8', longeonC, .n6le ot stabilizer setting C'. overhang
E, antidrag wires E'. propeller boss
F, balanced surface F'. pro",eler hub

A G, chord G', propeller root

VH. cockpit H', propeller tipping
VK 1, control stick 1', rudder

J. control wires J'. rudder bar
K. cowling W'. shock absorber

A L, decalage L'. span
M, dihedral angie M', spinner
N, drag strut N', stabilizer
0. drag wires. external 0'. stagger
P. drag wires. Internal P', stagger wires

P V' U' Q.elevator Q'. stay
A, fi n R'. strut

X'S. fire wail S', sweepback

T, fuselage P., tail skd
U, gap U', trailing edge
V, horn W'. wing rib

.inseorn/dow' winrg rib fr

V, ladn Bea er Xr wingspa

M, -- R J-- .~ -- - -

H ~ '' 'A y R '

N4N

Dhb~ 0 0 - R' G 6Co- of upe 0t 7 F
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%©

A. a wing.over F, on Imrmelman turn
8. a snap Io G, a spiral

C.acadoll. H , anormal ason
D, an alro 1,l .anormal lo09
E. aalt S

Fzovaa S. -Alriplaa. mavulr.
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